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Leine. Mules and Dogs 1k-hind Him
in Arkansas.

CITY MAY BORROW
CASH FOR MONTH

EAST RIVhat TUNNEL.
New York,.Dec.
tunnel bete eels New York and
Brooklyn enl be finished today.
Working At great speed under
the East river an. tuo gangs of
men, each striving for the honor
of passing a man through the
slight wall which
scparates
the two sections of the tunnel.
The tube win connect the Manhattan subway eith the Heigh wheel. effidrh now I,. under con.

MEANWHILE BULL
EATS UP HIS VALUE

10 CENTS PER WEEK
SHOOTING TO KILL.
Charge Against Negro, Whom
Police
Court Fined,

SOME POLICEMEN
AND CAB DRIVERS

George Robertson, the Paducah
Sportsman, has returned from
the
Sam Burnett, colored, is sough
wilds of Arkansas, where he spent
t by
the police, who have
Receive Report -of Sub-Com- two month
a warrant
s on an annual hunt.
To Pay Off Current OutstandBut Owner Knows Not Whom against him, charging malicious
was handicapped In his sport
mittee Today.
and
shooting with intent to kill.
ing
inde
forced to return home before he
bted
This Said to Know About Location
ness
Into Sue For Damages.
morning at 5:30 o'clock the police
tended on account of the high water
of Bawdy House.
were attracted to Tenth street
Mr. Robertson camped fifty miles
and
Automobile Ride, Box Party and SupKentu
cky
avenu
e,
by pistol shots.
from the nearest railway station on Board kt
H'orks Prepares Anper Are Scheduled for Their
Two were fired e quick succes
Stack of Correspondence Accum
White river, and when the heavy
sion.
nual fteport and Estimates for
ulates
Entertainment.
Sue Jackson and her brothe
Frontier Committee on Scout
l'oncerning Animal! That Roame
rains of a few weeks ago came, was
Duty
r, GrafNeat Year.
d
ton Jackson, were the target
See Things and Go Before
THE (11.2K74AN SITUATION.
marooned on an island. He, with
Over City.
s, but
,
were fortunately not struck
Grand Jury.
Berlin, Dec. I4.—A contest
tor companions, were forced a few
al •
. Burnett
is said to have quarrelled
between the kaiser and his p.m
MEMBERS OW THE teleteliTTEE days later to leave camp and make
with the
THE TAX HOOK SUPER
woman. Her brother is allege
ple overshadowing the Russi
for civilization. He escaped with
VISii
itei.
d to
an
NOTHING 0. K. BUT Ille('
the
ElPTS. have taken up the matter, when
situation AO a repeat 0 (the disJoss of three mules and a pack
Burof
nett,
beceming enraged, pulled his WILL PROSECUTE VIG4)1BOUSLY
pute betweAt temperer,. William
dogs, Ile killed several deer
and a
Mr. Louis P. Head, representative
gun and fired.
and the relehatag is the predic
bear or Iwo before driven from
Preparations for winding up
has
from McCracken county in the lower
the
With every party to
tion of politiral prophets, praise
camp.
year's
the
busine
transa
ss at the city hall is
c- New
house of the state legislature, is enPrtaident for Swiss Republic.
tion eiscialming responsibili
medicating the outcome of the
Some policemen and hack
keeping the alleluia busy. Two
ty, the
tertaining the printing commission
drivers
meetBerne, Dec. 14.—Edouard
contro
new
versy
election.
which
may
Condition of Klieg Oscar Critical.
be called before the grand jury
has
Muller
ings
arisen
,
are
over
schedu
led for that purpoee
the vice
in true Kentucky style today. It was
president of the federal council, to tell
mutilation of bull shipped from
London, Dec. 14.—According to a today.
what and why they knoW
Tolu,
through Representative Head's efwas today elected president
Ky., in September, to Fulton
special dispatch from Stockholm,
about
of
FIRST
evil
The
the
practices in Paducah heGENT
,
finanr
INE
Tenn.
e
,
commi
BLIZ
ttee of the genthe
ZARD,
forts that the commission selected
Swiss Confederation,' in succes
by river, is still at
condition of King Oscar this
sion of tore that body adjourns.
'Superior, Wise Dec. 14—This
red heat. The
after- eral council is in session this afterPaducah as a place for meeting, and
M. L. Ferrer, who/3e term has
controversy will involve the
noon, following yesterday's attack
Concrete and realistic proof of the
This country Is getting the first
expirEvanshe is sparing nothing to make memof noon In Mayor Yelsees office allowed. E. Brenner, chief of the
ville, Paductih and Cairo
heart weakness, is said to be
ing
grimi
repart- existence of bawdy houses in the
claims
er
bir
.
Packet
d of the year. A
critibers pleasantly remember Paducah.
ment of justice and
-companies, the Paducah
police, was First and Second wards was furoi•hhigh wind, which ranged
cal,
There will be a deficit estimated at
wharfboat,
around
This
afternoon
Representative
the Cairo Wharrboat
elected vice president of the
50
compa
wiles
$20,1
federal ed at the meeting of the "Frontier
ny
00
an
In
'our
and
the
city budget. The plan
for lit hours,
Head will treat members of the corncouncil, succeeding M. Muller.
the Lee Line. The owner of
Committee" last night in C. J.
Is to authorize a loan of 124,0(i) the
la now drivisig • wet snow.
the bull
'Milmission to an automobile ride over
is still out his money
ler's tin shop at Sixth and
last of the month, possibly. for
and
is
Trefoi
only
l
and
eireet
Trimble
car traffic are
3.0
the city. He engaged machines from
waiting to determine at
streets. Before the meeting
days, so that all the current outstandwhich point
delayed.
was
the Foreman Novelty company and
to strike before he
over, the members who bad
sues.
ing bills agattist the erty government
secured
Mr. Sam Foreman Is to be chaffeur.
On
September 22. 19-06, a bull was
this evidence were instructed
may be paid and got oat of the
to go bee
ear.
Tonight Representative Head will GETT
shipped from Tette
fore the grand jure-this morni
ING R.EADY TO LOOK AF- when the new year
Ky., by the
ng to
conies
in.
This
be host of the commission at a box
steam
er
Henry
secure an indictment of the owner
TER INIOR OF CITY.
Harley. to Fulton.
afternoon the Miens* committee is
s
BILLINGSLEY
party at The Kentucky. Afterward
Tenn., a point below Cairo.
WAS
THROWN if the Melees where the
considering, besides the semienonth
The bull
immoral MeeWHEN RIG OVEIPITHNED,
they will enjoy an elaborate spread.
was delivered to the
tees
were going on. If the greed
wharfboat here
I y payroll: Silence for ne w -cemeMembers of the commission are:
and while being taken
Jury afforded no relief, they were,
to a livery
tery, $3,390; note at First Nation
inSecret
ary
al
Named
to
Maintain HeadL. P. Head, Paducah; Brant
stable for keeping until
structed to go before a
the Dick
hank, balance on library lot. $1,5040
magistrate
quarter, and Investigate
Spence, Newport; A. H. Charlton,
Fowler left the next morni
ng, escaped
Recaune Unmanageable and and prosecute the iandlords
with interest; apportionment to sinkLewes.
Louisville; W. H. Southall, Hopkinsand was at large for two
The chairman of the commi
Ran Away With Hunting Paring fund, $4,0100; balance for neater Reipsessotathre From Princeweeks.
ttee
erne; John W. Newman. Versailles,
When captured, the bull was
was instructed to go
placed
!al for Riverside hospital, $2,131.11,
ty Yesterday.
to the foreman
on
and L. W. Arnett. Covington.
tho Dick Fowler, the local
tea Padn
A cah
of the grand jury this morning
wharfapportionment to library fund.
and
$1.boat getting a clear receipt that
Few Changes Made.
give him the names of the witnesses
The Charity club, an auxiliary of 000; water bill for
the
fourth quarter,
bu.
The state printing commission will the Woman
.) was delivered to that steam
with their addresses that they might
's club, has employed Mr. $3.182; Thomas A. Bridges & Sous'
er In
Unable to control his horse and be subpo
good condition. This receip
remain in session tomorrow. It Is re- lap Toner,
enaed immediately. One
t will
the wel-known newspa- company, for intersections on Jeerer
h
a
l
e
s
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m
1
shwas
release the Paducah whartboat
viewing the report of the sub-com- per man,
fearing serious injury in jumping. member of the "frontier commi
Half
from
as secretary and official in- sort street, $280; fee bills and costs.
Millio
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n
ttee"
sa‘
r
i
mittee, which made a report severa
responsibility.
Hall BillIngs:ey, a well-known young already has been before the grand
Obcliars.
l Vestleator, and he will assume his $75; Americas-German bank, !mad
At Cairo the same perfo
weeks ago. No changes were made new duties
jury and at its request, and furnishrmance man of the south side
as soon as an office is fit- coupons, $1.500.
was thrown
with the bull occurred,
except that. Attorney John K. Hen- ted_ out for
ed it with a dc.sen or more names of
it getting Into
him. The office In the
Board of Public Works.
Mayfie
ld creek yesterday and citize
away from the livery atabLe and
drick. Democratic candidate for at- question the
ns in those wards who would
roam
The board of public works will LOAD OF
c'ub Is considering this
LiI.1,F SELLS HIGII ing over (Nero for
suffered an injury to les left shoul- gladly testify
torney general, rendered a solicited &Remo
three
days.
as to the moral condiThen
meet
ra.
tonight to prepare its
der.
annual
the Stacker Lee of the bee line
He was accompanied on a tions in the north pact
opinion that a clause axing the
reof the city. Th•
Mr. Toner came here from Michi- report, plan a program for the work
hunting expedition by Claude Over- fact that they
ceived the 'bull and gave the
maximum price must remain,
have not been WA).
Cairo
gan, several months ago. He was of 19417, and estimate the expsanes
street and several others, but
wharfboat a clear receipt for the
This morning the committee met identified
Paducah
they poenaed to appear before the grand
bull,
all heir to one or
with a similar organiza- of the department for the cniaing
certifying to its condition when
jumped out and left Billingsley.
In room 79 at the Palmer House asd tion in
Jury made some of the committeemen
both Ilia Me
rearco
con(
erns,
Grand Rapids. Mich.. and year. This year the board
the ceived
for
Billingsley started from Paducab last night apprehensive
by them. The Cairo wharftook up the measure drafted by the did excell
Dupe
r*
ad
lest their acGall. alter compaent work inhIle on the $2X.A00., received 411.000
on*
boat aesorts no responsibility for
early in the morning. lie met others tion today would go unhee
sub-eosnutitiee eonipae • of Sews. 'Kirin"
the
ded by the
red out by a mob
of Otai try, for the elub. approximately infikeetile
bull's condition when it reached.F
at Lone Oak where Overstreet lives. grand jury which is nearin
Chariton. Head and Southall.
ulg the
e appareseffi peaceTat Hook Fespervisers,
The Charity club has dose well for
ton, Tenn.
They preeeentede•ttr tee county
At noon the committee adjourned three years.
to cies* of its meek
Mayor Ye(ser probably will reap- ful aspect of condtions In Paducah,
It has distributed the
When the Stacker Lee delive
After weeks of preparation, the
for the day
red hem: and were going toward the
funds of the city and county among point all the present members of the the city's reputation for quelling dis- the
bull at Fulton, Tenn., both
order
and other advantages have
eyes Graves county line when the horse committee was In a position Met night
the poor with discrimination. Frauds board of tax book supervisors. He
had been knocked out, it was
to take the first 'step in their moveOleitniE STATE INSURANCE.
bruised became unmanageable.
were few and far between when the will not do so until next week, it Is turned the attention of their officials and
cut all over the hod and one leg
"I
meet
saw
the
against the bawdy houses The
horse
was
towar
makin
d
for
g
though
this
location, and it is given
t. Mayor Coombs. of Lexiegclub began to investigate cases, the
was cut to the bone at ,.roun
Wisconsin &Min Think It Is Not pauper
d by a the creek and did not try to stop committee appointed at the meeting
out
that
ton,
a
hest
writte
repres
n
entati
to
Mayor
ve
of
Yeiser
s have been cared for better
one of tight rope. The
askconsignee at Fulton him," Billingsley stated. "He was last Monday night to secure adequate
Feasible.
since club organized than ever before log for his construction of the law them has been in the city several refuse
d to receive the bull In such running fast and I felt that I
should evidence against the women accompThe office for the official secretary authorizing the appointment of the days looking for a site for a ware- condition
and there the case has been he safe In taking chances for
Milwaukee, Dec. 14.— State senahouse.
board
a lished its work thorough)," and was
.
Mayor
(loonies thinks the
and investigator, it is tipped, will
hanging fire ever since.
tors appointed two years ago to induckin
g.
As
he
went
into
the water ready to present results last night
These companies together did a
be on South Third street, between members hold for four years, but
Meanwhile the bull must live and the buggy turned
quire Into the feaaibility of state life
The evidence given involvee the inand
I
was
Mayor
thrown
Yeiser
things
the board le to mill:on dollars worth of business at a livery
Broadway and Kentucky avenue.
stable bill far in excess of out. My left shoulder was
insurance and its operation in countegrit
y of some members of the pobe
sprain
appointed annually.
ed,
Princeton every year and one of the bull's
This afternoon a conference will be
value is running up. As but I escaped with no other
lice force and some hack drivers, it
tries that have tried it, have cominjuthem
weuld throw $500,000 worth one ever man said, the
pleted their labors and made • report held by members of the club and a
bull has eaten ries. We got the horse out without the remarks made by those hack dee.
WILL SEND FOOD.
Into this city and county annually. up everything but
to the governor. The majority Is definite decision reached.
his tall.
Mr. any trouble. He was uninjured and ens are correct. That certain city or
Princeton
has prospered mightily Saunders Fowler, of the
not in favor of state life insurance
dinances were being flagrantly violatEtvaneville. the buggy not even scratched."
Not Good Policy to Send Money to by the activity of its
tobacco market Cairo & Paducah Packet company,
and advised against its adoption.
ed also wail developed and the comRussia and China.
In years past.
has a stack of corrermondence over
mittee have proof of disorderly conthe incident, the postage on which
Good Price Paid.
nive on the part of persona whom
T'weoty Yeari for Bobber.
Washington, Dec. 14.— With two
they knew, which if nothing else is
Two hundred and twenty-nine dol- alone tam made the ease expensive,
Marshall, Mo., Dec. 1 4.—.140143
famines raging in Europe and Asia,
accomplished, will have a marked eflars and fifty cents is the price of and each party to the controversy is
Clyde 'Ramsey, the Chicago boy who BEYOND CONTROL IN
MANY PRO- one In the Russian interior and the
fect in ridding that section of the city
one wagon load of tobacco on the In a similar nx.
robbed the Alton-Burlington train on
VINCES OF RUSSIA.
other in China' central provinces,
P. B. Croft is the owner of the bull WILL BE APPOINTED FOR
of objectionable characters.
stem sold by W. J. Harris of WoodNovember 27., and the Rock Island
!STEA
M
American branches of the Red Cross
Pollee Know About ItBOAT ENGINEERS.
ville, in Paducah this morning, show- at Tolu, Ky., and he 'is trying to delimited on November 8, both near
Is consIderine. the manner of appeal
The most interesting testimony
ing the increase of prices being paid termine whom he shall sue. With all
Gistegow. Mo., pleaded guilty here to
which will be made to this country
was given by three committeemen
day to two charges filed agairwt him. Families of Land Owners Murdered
and the higher grade of tobacco be- the parties dieelaiming responsibilin case it is deemed wise to furnish
ity, he is finding It a difficult propoand Hacked to Pieces and
who took a stroll through the new
Fie was given the minimum sentence.
ing handled In this section.
Captai
assistance. --Officers believed it betJoe
n
Flasch Is Tipped for the "red
sition, but a sett will be brought
Their Homes Burned.
light" last Tuesday night. On
ten years' imprisonment, on each
Macre-Delegate to National
ter to send shiploads of corn and
within a few days unless otherwise
reaching the saloon near Eighth and
charge, and was immediately sentencRepro
duce
"Beau
voir.
"
Meeti
other food materials Instead of monng.
reeled, he having agreed to comproHarris streets, they quietly stepped
ed to twent ”ears. He will be taken
Norfolk, Dec 14.—The contract
mise for $30.
back
into the shadow of an alley to
to the penitentiary late today.
was let today for the reproduction at
St. Petersburg, Dec 14.— One
watch developments. Presently a
the Jamestown exposition of "Beauhundred thonsand or more peasants
Rider and Woman Hurt.
TO THE POOR.
It is tipped straight that Captain hack drove up and three men got out
voir," the home of Jefferson Davis
Paynev Meets President.
In the provinces of Russia, made desNew York, Dec. 14.—A rider and
Joe Fiesch, engineer on the steamer and went into a house on Eighth
W aeh ington , Dec. 14.--Co n geese- perate by the terrible
The
buildi
ng
will
be
erecte
d
by
the
suffeeng of a woman were hurt
Elks Will Give flaskete of Food at Bettie Owen, will be made business street. The number of the house was
early today in Daughters of
mop Bennett introduced Senator-elect their families, have becom
the Confederacy. It
e brutaliz- the six day bicycle race,
manager of the Marine Engineers' given. The hack drove ahead a short
which
Christmas.
made
will cost $5.000.
Paynter to the president today. The ed to a point almost beyon
d belief. it necessary to call the
Beneficial association for the western distance, and one of the committeecontest off
president gave him a warm greeting. Living like beasts
they seem to be more than an
Paducah lodge of Elks has decid- and southern districts on the rivers. men followed it and engaged the
hour. i Vanderstuyft
Congressman Bennett has had two stirred by only
one Impulse, bring- was hurled
ed to introduce a new feature of The office has not been formally cre- hack driver in conversation. /teemfrom the wheel Into a
hearings before the rivers and har- ing about destru
ction. Terrible fam- bOx, his head
ing the part of a man In 'search of a
charity for the holidays, and will
striking against the
bors committee in behalf of an ap- ine riots have occurr
give ated but will be at a meeting held in
ed and famish- rail and his body
baskets of food and presents to the Washington, D. C., in January, and bawdy hOuse, one of the committeestriking a woman
propriation for ice piers at Ashland, ed peasan
ts are making raids on Vander
stuyft and the woman' were
poor of the city, each basket to rep- Captain F:asch has been appointed a men asked the driver If he could
Ky. the believes he will succeed in land owners.
It is reported that land picked
uncons
up
resent
cious,
$2 in money. Each member delegate from the local branch of the show him one. The driver was affabut
the rider
getting the undertaking.
owners' families were killed
and appeared with bandages on
ble and free in his answers, replying
Is charged to fill a basket to cost not order.
his
head,
hacked to pieces with axes, valuable
and resumed the race.
The lake district has a business that he could carry him to two such
less than $2 to be presented to some
Looking for Kidnaper.
buildings fired. The estemated loss to
worthy poor person. In this way the manager and the need of such an offi- houses in that neighborhood, and asNew York. Dec. 14.—Seven thous- property is ten millions. Troop
e re
4. lodge
s are
hopes to make Christmas mer- cer for the rivers has long been felt. everted that there were three women
Noted
Breed
ing Fends Out.
and police and scores of detectives 'unable to cope with the situation.
ry
for some who otherwise would not His duties are similar to those of the in each house.
Lexington, Ky. Dec. 14.—Two of
are trying today to find George BruThe driver went sway then n d it
chairman of the grievance committee
apprec
Americ
iate it.
a's
most
noted
breeding studs
cett, aged four, who was kidnaped
short
a
THE SHAH IS WORSE.
time returned and told the
of
railro
the
engine
ad
ers.
Re
ad'
passed out of existent* here today
near his home yesterday.. The kidlusts all differences In the brother- committeeman that one of the woMAUS
when
OLEr
farmi
the
M
eg
imple
COMP
ments
'
LETE
,
work
D.
napers sent word to his father that
hood and is the "go between" in all men wished to see him. The com'Lae Consciousness at an Early Hour horses and household furniture
at the
memo $1,000 is paid Immediatel
y
matte
rs pertaining to irregularities mitteeman asked the driver if the poToday.
Bodies of Capt. and Mrs. J. R. Smith
Hies Villa ...Stud of the late Major
the boy will he killed.
lice knew the women were there.
in
federal restrictions.
the
Teheran, PersiaDec.14—The con- Barak G. Thomas and the 'Melbourne
Laid
Away.
If we get a dime for each sub"Sure," said the driver. "The cops
dition of the shah took t decided stud of Col. W. S. Barnes were
sold feriber
Life Companies to Organise.
to THE Sl'N we shall
told me to bring everebody down
turn for the worse today. He lost at auction. The latter has retire
The
118,4'
00
mauso
leum
directed
A mare woted have plenty of time
d
New York, Dec. h.—Presidents
consciousness at an early hour.
from the breeding game because of have a total smn—$400—17se built in the will of the late Capt. J. to do all his work If he didn't spend here."
of more than 30 Of the princi
pal life
The driver is known by the comthis coupon and send something R. Smith hats been completed and this so much time trying In dodge it
conthied Ill health.
insurance companies of the country
mitteemen, and part of the instruc• seek the bodies of Captain J. R
now.
will meet December 21 to form a
tions given to the Protweed wItnee
MtSmith and wife were removed from I ••••••••••••
ee•
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timsal organization.
before the grand jury last night, was
tempo
rary
grave
The
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s
to
nft
the mausoleum
Sun,
Chica
Dec.
go,
14.—T
he price of all
There is only one kind of a
that this driver should be brought
Paducah, Ky.
grades of eggs declined 5 cents a dozPresent to the Tennessee.
newspaper circulation statement
before that body for examination, and
Lakes
Claim
WEAT
Showe
HER
128
Lives,
rs this
—
en here today, as a result of an acthat is worth any consideration
Knoxville, Tenn., Dec. 14.—GoverI inclose a contribution for : Chica
through him it wino expected to sego,
Dec.
aftern
14.
tonigh
--One
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with
t
colder
hundr
.
ed
and
cumul
that
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ation
the daily detailed
of stock, due to the pro- the Christmas tree
nor Cox and a party of almost 100
cure the testinxurv of other drivers.
for the benefit and twenty-six lives were lost naviSaturday fair and colder. The
etatemeat. The Dan is the only
hibitive price at which this product
stopped here today en route to HanleThe committeeman left the driver
of the poor children of Paducah. gating the great lakes In the %teem
Padneah paper printing such a has been
highest temperature
reached
held the past few weeks
ton Roads, where they will present
without disclosing to him the retreat
statement,
just
closed
.
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The
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day
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r
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year
For some time strictly towel eggs rethe battleship Tennessee with a silver
of the other committeemen. At this
was 2'15. Three great storms last
today was 57.
tailed at anywhere between 4,0 cents
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Louisville, Dec. 14.—At the meetWashington, Dec. 14.— President
Lout:Wile. Dec. 14.—That raw
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'Spirits kept two weeks or less in 'Roosevelt will withdraw his steeple ink; of the Kentucky Child Labor
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Atenta, assistant
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Messrs. Rudy, Phillips & Co.,
Paducah, Ky,
Gentlemen:
,I am just on my way south, and as I promised you, I shall be in Paducah Saturday
afternoon, coming in my automobile. I shall arrive some tune in the afternoon and shall
come down Broadway between 3 and 3-30 o'clock, and sin!! be pleased to see all the
good little girls and boys at your store, where I shall make my headquarters.
Very cordially,
SANTA CLAUS
We invite all the little boys and girls to be at our store at 3:30 to meet him.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

Just To Show You
That at GULLETT'S, 312 Broadway,

We are selling dependable merchandise in Men's Clothing, Furnishings and Shoes at prices that are at least 25 to 50 per cent cheaper
than the other houses, and a call will convince you that we can back
up every statement we make. We herewith quote you the following
prices on Suits and Overcoats:

Men's Suits

Hats Hats

Overcoats

Danderine

L. A. Crosset Shoe

We also carry
a complete line of
Stetson flats

U. G. GULLETT & CO., INC.

PROVE IT

YOU

!"*"'PENNYROYAL PILLS

, •
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0
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Christmas
Things

In 6reat
Varieties

RUDY,PHILLIPS & CO.
1111111111.1111111111111111111111116111111""hte"'

Bring all the little ones down
to see

9
z 4
,

SANTA CLAUS
He will be in our
east window Saturday afternoon at 3:30.

I

Santa Claus Will be in Our Window at 3:30 Tomorrow Afternoon and
Will Open His Mail Box---Bring the Little Folks Down,
Santa Claus will no doubt receive a royal greeting. He will make his headquarters at our store, and suggests
that you will find here the greatest displays of suitable gifts for every member of the family, friends and sweethearts to be found in Paducah. Come and see our offerings and tell him what you want.

Comb and Brush Sets
$2.00 to $9.90.:

SUGGESTIONS
Ladies' Slippers,
Men's Slippers,
Baby Shoes,
Ladies' House Slippers,

Xmas Handkerchiefs
showing a superb line of ladies'
WEandaregentlemen'a
handkerchiefs. Have
mad a a special department of them in order
to handle and show them eesily. Included
in our large assortment Is a mahufacturer's
line of samples-individual patterns. Prices
extremely low.
Gentlemen's initial handkerchiefs, half
dozen in box, at
$1.50
Gentlemen's Initial handkerchiefs, half
dozen in box, at
90c
Gentlemen's initial handkarchlets, half
dozen in box, narrow ham, swiss.
6oe
Gentlemen's plain; very sheer all linen
handkerchief, narrow -hem, each .2be, 50c
Ladies' plain all linen narrow hemstitched
border handkerchiefs-10c, 15c, 25c
Ladles' embroidered swiss handkerchiefs in
plain or scalloped ecigice
1°c, 15c, 25c
Ladies' lace handkerchiefs__ 25c to 14 60
Children's Initial box handkerchiefs, colored
border, 3 in box, pe,.. box
25c

Notions, Fancy Bags
Pin cushions
$1.25, $2.00. /2 95
Handkerchief oases_
_... 54.1c, 75c, 51-50
Matob eases.
b0c
Fancy catentitari
25c, bee
Pin wipers. in burnt leatber...... ...
Ready mad a sofa pillows .......$1. $1 25, $2.00
Fancy bag's, work . bags, laundry bags, etc_
original &an gris
25o to $3.50
Brush cases/
25e Slipper cues--- 50c
Silver ooin'J, bruah and mirror set. .....14 90
Sliver maid cure set, 9 pieces, set
$90.
Silver mataih boxes ...
50c-and 75c
Steins-_.,
750, 51, $1.75, 1260, 53.50
Art plctikres.
95c to *3 00
Opera beam
.
50c to 11 50
°E'en' sorars....-- .... .-........ ..... $1.7b to $13.00
Silver le•weiry boxes
51.50 LO 14 60

Children's Leggings,

Dainty Christmas Gifts in
Fancy'Neckwear
Our Neckwear Section is showing a line of
exquisite neck pieces for the holidays, with
the exclusive Keiser styles to select from.
Dainty narrow hemstitched linen Turnovers
at
50c
Hand-embroidered linen Collar and Cuff Sets
at
50c

Ladies' Spats,
Boys' Rubber Boots,
Men's Spats,
Rugs,
Lace Curtains,
Dr uggets,
Por tiers,

Big Variety Ladies' Silk Hose

Burnt Wood Novelties,

Black and all colors, splendid quality Silk
Hose for..
$1.00
Very fine quality Black Hose, silk, for__ 1.50
An extra value in Black Silk Hose for.___ 1.75
At $2.00 we have a beautiful line in all colors
and Black Silk Hose, and et 13.50 we also show a big
assortment in black silks only.

Hand-embroidered drawn work Collar and
Cuff Sets.
$2.25 to $3.25

Fancy Pictures,

Exclusive styles in Silk Collars, all colors,
especially black.
50C to $1 50
Silk and Lace Collars for dressy wear, white,
blue and fancy
$1.50 to $2.50

Ladies Calling Cards,

Sofa Pillows,

French Lingerie Underwear,
Evening Wraps,
Silk Waists,

Splendid Values in Gloves
Regardless of .the scarcity of Gloves our
stock for the holidays is now able to supply
every demand either in size, color or style.
We call your especial attention to our line of
Gloves, all colors,
1.09
16 button glace black or white Kid Glove.,
at
$3.50
8 button Glace Glove, brown, black or white,
at
- $2.00
16 lantbon Pique Brown or Tan Kid Glove,
ideal street glove
Special. quality, all colors Pique or Dress Kid
Glove, short length
$1.50

Coat Suits
Back Combs,
Bairettes,
Ladies' Stocks,
Ladies' Purses,
Umbrellas,
Card Cases,
Ladies' Scar fF:

Monogram Stationery
$1.00 per box.

Furs for Christmas, 95c to $75
85c-Scarfs, black and brown Coney.

$1.50$. 2.00-Short

and long Scarfs,
lined satin, Water Mink or Coney.
$3.50-Black Coney Cape Collar, lined
with squirrel.
$5.00. $6.50-Water Mink and Squirrel Collar or Scarf.
$9.00.$10.00-Blended Squirrel, Zebeline, Ermine Scarf and Collar.'
$14.50. $85.00-Various stylsi in
Collar and Scarf in mink, black lynx, zebeline and blended squirrel.
$9.00. $75.00-Muff to match collet
or separate.
$2.00. $5.00-Muffs in Water Mink or
Black coney.
$1.25. $8.00-Children's Fur Sets.
Ladies' Near Seal Coats.
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The consequence has been that we
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There Is nothing radical in this.
We are all citizens of the United
Average for Novemner, 1906
Stales, not citizens of subject states,
Average for November, 1/./5 ..3719 and there is no reason
why we
should see In the administration of
238 affairs affecting the whole nation
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by
Personally appeared before me, the national government a menace to
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beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER Pt"RYEAR, Notary Public.
Parsimony and economy are not
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NAMES WITHHELD
FROM THE PAPERS
Grand Jury Returned Twenty
Seven Indictments
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Many Want Places on Police and
Fire Departments and Make
Their Wants Kamera.

Seaniething Senseless*
likelieetesi
Wiesi (Myers Make Arrests
in (eases.

River Stages.
Cairo
20.6 0.3 rise
Chattanooga,
5.5 0.1 fall
Cincinnati
27.8 1.3 rise
Evanevilt• ...... ..16.3 1.9 rise
Fkyrence
3.8 0.1.) st'd
.. 6.3 0.1 rime
Johnsoaville
Louis velle
9.0 0.8 rise
Mt. Carmel
10.6 0.7 fail
Nashville
9.5 0.0 'It'd
Pittsburg
10.3 3.4 fall
Davis Island Dam-Miseing.
et. Lools
t.1 0,.3 fall
Mt. Vernon
15.2 1.5 rise
Paducah
14.1 0.6 rise

Fire and Police Commissioner R.
R. Sutherland knows what it is to be
a popular man, and were it not for
the special agents of the Illinois
SESSION
COURT
TANG.
VOL)CE
Central, it would be little work that
the popular commissioner would do.
He is besieged by applicants for poBy steady if not by large gains,
' The grand jury made a "knding" sitions on the fire and police departthe river is rising hare. The gauge
this morning when it returned 27 ments.
registered a stage this morning of
indiZ:tniesee The "true bills" were
"I returned to work several days
not disclosed to the Press, but some ago," said he, "and from the drat 14.1, a rise of .6 in 24 hours. Busare said to be sensational and the jury hammer stroke I made I saw appli- iness at the wharf today was unusuis still grinding away securing the cants. They came thick and faseaud ally quiet, few packets arriving and
evidence again:at those who are guilty it was al: the special agent could do departing.
The Kentucky came in today from
of vielations of the law.
to keep them away. The announceToday Circuit Judge William Reed ment that-the hoard of commission- the Tennessee river late with a good
was summoned to the court house to ers will put on 30 police the firstof trip.
The Dick Fowler got away on time
recehe the indictments. Common- the year has created a stir, and we
wealth's Attorney John a. Lorett•find are held up on the street, in our with a quiet trip for Cairo. Two tnuCounty Attorney Alien Barkley homes, and in our working places, I sic boxes from some of the former
worked hard and wrote out the true would wager that I have seen three bawdy houses on West Kentucky avto Cairo this
bills. They suggested that the court dozen applicants since I returned." enue were shipped
morning. Several others have gone
keep the jurors together tomorrow,
down before. That ts a sure indicahoping that the work will be finished
tion of the absolute breaking up of
by that time.
the old regime. Cairo has receive,1
! It is known that Mayor D. A. Yeiser
the choicest part of Paducah's red
and several other city officials have
light all round.
been summoned to tell what they
know of alleged bawdy houses existThe Lyda left today for the Cumberland river after a tow of Heel:saving in the city. It is presumed that a
Mrs. D. M. Green.
ing arrived day before
majority of the indictments are for
yesterday
Mrs D. M. Green, aged 67 years, from the Tennessee river.
the ofSense of keeping bawdy houses
City
died
at
her
Calvert
home
near
or renting houses to bawds.
The Jim Duffy is headed this way
This morning the minutes of the on Sunday of a complication result- from the Tonnesse• river with a tow
examining court in the ease against ing from liver trouble. The burial of ties.
was at Bethlehem church cemetery
M. I. Womble for selling a gate that
One of the bargee brought to the
did net belong to him were returned Rev, Richard Gregory, of Gilberts- dry docks for repairs by the Birservices.
vKle,
conducted
the
funeral
market "dismissed."
mingham is 44 by 210 feet.
Mrs. Green was the wife of the Rev
Womble is a well known steamAs an indication of the operation
minis()Meet
M.
Green,
the
D.
one
of
boatman, and was walking to work
of the claim department of a packet
Baptist church In western
on the morning after Itallowe'en ters of the
company, one local office had a claim
Kentucky. ph* was a woman oe fine
net: He saw an eron gets and a
of 55 cents on which $1.85 in postage
was generally
traits
of
character
and
man standing near. This man gave
was spent before it was settled.
beloved in a large circle of friends.
the gate to him, and Womble sold it.
More barges were taken out on
son
in
Paducah,
air.
She
leaves
a
He Wall erreeted 'for grand larceny
the ways yesterday for repairs in the
Mack Green, who is connected with
an the crime reduced to petit larceny
place made vacant by the completion
be local Iliinots, Central shops.
diem:teed
in
the
grand
and
floally
its best is always economy. This
of the Inverness.
Daily Thought.
Is as true in city affairs as private jury. room.
The Joe Fowler will not arrive
Byron Crane.
from Evansville until tonight. The
"There is one using that can never affairs. Paducah now has some first
Byron Crane, 31 years old, died
Special Session Recalled,
have a grave or epitaph, and that is class streets. They must be taken
of stomach trouble at his home. John Hopkins did not get away unbeSheriff
John
Ogilvie
appeared
care
of.
So
must
til midnight last night. Sig buelness
the gravel streets.
a noble purpose--It can never die."
305 South Third street, this mornwhich are bound to deteriorate in fore County Judge R. T. Lightfoot
corn wheat and spar Is delaying
In
1ng at 5:30 o'clock after three weeks'
the law
boats.
Sit 1DOW AND THE SUBSTANCE. excessively dry weather. The care ye-terday and showed that
of illness. He leaves his motheethree these
time,
gave
him
until
February
to
make
a
of
these
streets
In
th
summer
The
Georgia Lee will be due toAside from the president himeelf
sisters and six brothers. The funeral
settlement for taxes collected
morrow afternoon from, Cincinnati,
palpably the most striking individ- and the extension of iiverevernents final
will be held tomorrow afternoon at 2
during the year 1906, and Judge
going south to Memphis.
ual force in the administraLon Is during continued favorable weather
o'clock. The burial will be in Oak
calling
The City of Savanna!' unexpectedSecretary of State Root. In some re- must be considered by the general Lightfoot revoked the order
Grove cemetery.
court together Decenrber
:, arrived this morning from Memcouncil
in
malting
up
the
budget
for
fiscal
the
rate
him
hesitate
to
spects we wou:d
report of 111c sherphis where she has been In the cotbelow any man In the nation. Cer- next ear. There is little to be gain- IA to receive the
'Ilkspaen.
ton trade for several months. The
tainly on his every mission he has ed by grand stand plays in the long iff.
Maggie Hopson, the IS -111011thS-0111 Savannah probably will go up the
run. The American people are not
not only succeeded, but has done so
daughter of Morris Hopson, 92'; Tenneseee river after a cargo for St.
hesitate
stingy.
They
only
to
give
up
In Bankruptcy.
His utterances
with distinction.
Burnett street, (Iffsrl thk morning of Lotus, but dispoeitlon of the steamer
because
Tomorrow the last action in the
Stamp him as a man of original their money for public works
typhald fever and will he buried to- between now and the time ice will
been
cheated
they
have
so
often
beekreld cage of Will H. Harris & morrow.
thought and rapacte as yet unsoundprevent operation, has not been de
incompetent or dishonest
, of Murray, will be taken when
ed. How meth he personality is re- through
termined.
public
servants.
The
general
council
bankruptcy.
in
referee
E. W. Bagby.
flected in the policies of the governEdward Nelson,
ment we are left to guess, but It Is whose term is completed this month enters judgment for the Carter Dry
Official Forecasts.
Nelson, three
Edward Pendley
confidernce
The
done
much
to
restore
Louisville.
has
company
of
Goods
no slight on the president to suggest
this
The
pneumonia
Ohio
at Evansville and Mt.
died
of
months
old,
rity and to enthuse the people case le one of the few in elvieh the
that without Root half the glory of in the
morning at 1319 Trimble street. The Vernon will continue to rise rapidly
improveover
:he
matter
public
liabilities.
of
exceed
the
assets
this administration would he gone.
tomorrow..
during the next two days. At Paducouncil
Wel B. Harris & company was one burial will be
Fortunate it is that two such vi- ments. If the new general
cah and Cairo, will rise during the
in Callaway counspirit
at
the
firms
same
public
evinces
the
of
the
biggest
rile men as the president and the
next several days:,
SAFE HERE FROM SIBERIA.
and then fixes the ty. The partners failed to agree end
secretary of state work so well to- outs,'; this year
The Tennessee from Florence to
petition In bankruptcy resulted the
will
Ina
figure
as
tax
rate
at
such
a
gether, for it is not possible that Mr.
income, sufficlett liabilities amounting to 930,00.0. The Iftlaalith Prisoner Tells of His Remark the mouth, no material change durreasonable
sure
a
Root week) rema:n In the cabinet
ing the next 24 hours.
able Escape in a ('ask.
to re ern:zip:eh the necessary
work meets were listed at about the same
did he and the•president disagree on
St.
The Mississippi from below
Nevi York, Dec. 14.-The doors
economy, there will be figure The firm paid all debts in
with
rigid
a matter of vital principle.
Chicago,
not
much
change
Louis
to
of
the
passengers
which
the
through
$1,000
none to decry the cost at the end Of the bankrupt court and about
On the question of lnereased fedremains In the hands of the trustee. Pennsy'vania railroad pass to the fer- during the next 24 to 315
eral power they are as one, and the the year.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, will
ries; transporting them to New York
president's frank argument in favor
were besieged Tuesday afternoon by continue falling.
Court.
Police
acknowledgement
of
a
The frank
of centralization received a strong
Jewish Socialists and
Police court this morning hulled several hnndred
'second in the secretary's speech be- liquor dealer before the pure food
members of the Silesian Revollition- "Not a truth to art or science has
preessatao'clock
due
to
the
until
11
storspirits
fore the Pennsylvania society night cotnmesion that neutral
been given,
ary party who wished to Reece Greged in a charred barrel for ten days Is lion of Will Grimes, Delete Keiser.
before last.
But brows have ached for it, and
Anknown
as
Gerschunin,
also
ory
Andrew Williams, Ella Brown and
No more significant subject could often sold in barrel houses at five
souls toiled and striven.
Terrorists.
McGeexien, all colored. charged dreiwitch, once head of the
have been selected than "The United cents the gulp chiefly to negroes, in- Julia
And many have striven, and many
to
life
sentenced
Gesohunin
was
with false swearing. The evidence
States." Mr. Root's main contention dicates that too often the wrong
have faned,
complicwas taken down in short hand by imprisonment in Siberia for
was that the individual states are man is lynched. The result of this
Ouse.
And
many died, slain by the truth
Site*
of
in
the
assassination
ity
Miss Halite Roes, stenographer for
not properly performing furetions pure food investigation by expert
they assailed."
minister of the nterior, two years
required
It
Jsidge
D.,
A.
Cross.
Police
left to them by the constitution. In chemists should accornplise what evThe Osteopathic science has been
teemed this year from the
more than an' hour to examine the ago. Ile
the first plaee, state laws are not ery intelligent policeman in the
silver mines of Akatul, on the Mon- /wailed as vigorously as ever any
defendcleared
the
five
witnesses
who
the
efectually enforced; and In th., Fee- country has been clamoring for,
golian frontier of Siberia, hiding in new truth that has been offered the
a sets.
ond place la-we that might have suf- restriction of the rectifier's license
contain nothing world, but, today It is rapidly coming
Other cases: J. Bull Pieper, $20 a cask supposed to
ficed when means of Interstate eom- to reputable blenders. This "nigger
but cabbage. His compatriots took Into its own. as the people become
and
930
Rush
Clark,
and
coots;
rnunication were scarce and poor, do whisky" as Its compounders call it,
smug- better aeqrainted with it-know it
casts, and Herbert Holland dismiss- him from the calk and he was
not accompleh anything now, and is usually made behind the bar, over
gled into Japansee territory, whence
Osteopathy is an evolution of the
John
peace;
Mrs.
of
breach
ed
for
in many instances contradictory state which it is sold. People are disposed
San Francisco, science of treating disease. It went
sailer:
for
he
recently
$30
to
1.1
recognized
for
of Kreutser was
when the perpetrator
ago.
back to the Mit principles In nature
laws merely aggravate conditions to moff
keep the peace with her neighbors: arriving there several weks
some hideous crime solemnly avers
they are Intended to ameliorate.
for its foundation, and by taking a
agreement,
$2
Sons,
by
13.
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YOU DON'TcHAVE TO WAli
The secretary says: "Under con- that he didn't know what he was do- and costs for selling goods on the Avery
dose makes you feel better. Las-SOS step baekward it has made a great
ditions which now exist, not a state ing. The average man cats not ap- Sabbath.
keeps soar whole Insides right. Sold nu the stride forward.
inottey-bsck Mao everywhere Price Sc,mil.
can live unto Itself alone and regu- preciate the potentialities of fiveIt is mereiy a common sense
late its affairs with sole reference to cent whisky.
treatment: a method of manipulaARTIFICIAL RUBIES
0
Its own treasury, its own convenition to restore the normal conditions
ences, Its own epee's! interests."
ft's all right, perhaps. for the
of nerve control and blood supply to
enet as Good as Natureal Products,
We gee the truth of this in our president to hedge on reformed
every
organ of the body by removing
Park Hears From Berlin,
eonfeletIng divorce laws, that alone spelling, but pity the plight of dethe physical obstruction, or stimuhave brought us up short with the partment employes and army officers
lating, or preventing functional acParis, Dec. 14.-A professor at the
realisation that we are Inducing do- who have spent nights learning to
tivities, as the condition may reTechnical High 'shoo: at Berlin is
mestic chaos. A corporation driven 'poll like Andrew Carnegie.
quire.
reported to have invented a method
from one state, Incorporates In anThe success I have had in Paduof producing artificial rubies which it
Neutral spirits play an important is impossible to distinguish
other and continues business. Appeal
cah in treating rheumatism, neural.t-om
had to be taken to the federal eon- part in the manufacture of whisky, natural ones. The chief Material Famous White Dove Flour per
gla, nervousness, malaria conditions,
Sk .
............. .66 such as the tired-out, run-down feeltress for relief from rebating. A hilt those were not neutral spirits used is thermite, which is composed
dozen other modern questions can who argued before the pure food largely of aluminum, the betele metal Fancy Patent Flour per Sk.... .60 ing. sick, heave headaches, and
tHalf Patent'Flour per Ilk. .... .56 stomach disorders are but a repetibe settled only by national legisla- commission the relative merits of of all rubles.
3 cans Reindeer Beans for .... .25 tion of the successes of the science
"straight" and'
,blended" goods,
tion and regulation.
This does not mean a revocation
Fancy Early June Peas per can. .10 everywherh.
Wreathes.
.25
According to Senator Burrows, the
of genuine state's rights. The Idea
Come to see me at any time, and
We have Holly Wreathes. Ever 4 cans Standard Corn
Of state's rights was born in Jeal- Mormons, of Utah, not only encour- green Wreathes, Immorteee eVreethee New Crop New Orleans Molasses
let me tell you of Paducah people
66 you know well who will vouch to
per gal.
entry, when thirteen separate colon- age immoral practices to the deg- and metal wreathes,
Irish Potatoes per pk.
• lea, some French, some Dutch, some radation of the honer. but they do
.15 benefits received from the treatment.
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.
7 bars Octagon Soap for
25 That's the best recommendation I
IlinglIsh. and all having different re- not even erect billboards to hide the
529 Broadway.
Fancy Bantsnae, per doz.
10 cAn give you.
ligious views, andbeing widely sepa- crime from public notice.'
fisted, confederated merely for com20 DR. PROAGE.
618
Broadway.
Most of our lunatic asylums are Fancy Lemons per dos.
Fresh Cocoanuts at
Ignorance begets suspicion.
.06
mon defense. An inherited local
'Phone 1407.
filled with critics.
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BRYANT'S
SPECIALS....

Stock Your Pantry Saturday
...A1-••.
9s
c

1 a,p r ks

18 ltee4 Glanulated Slagar.$1.00
1-2 bu. Irish Potatoes for .36
24 It bag Omega Flour for .75
24 bag Straight Flour for ..50
3 Mu large %lack Prunes .25
Large bulk Olives, per qt.. .75
3 1 lb cans Buck-Nut bak25
ed Beans
1 'e

Cabbage, per lb

Wine Sap Apples per pk.. .30
2 Ms Layer Figs

25

Pig Feats, pet. doz.

.25

.10
Large Pickles, 14r doz
.10
Dill Pickles, per doz.
Sweet Chow-Chow, per qt.. .20
1-2 Me Omega Flour -.12.95
2 Ma dry Roast Coffee ... 25
26
1 lb Mixed Tea
2 cans Chunk Pineapple .. 25
3 cans Ferndell Peas .... 50
3 15e cans Virginia Corn. 25
3 3 M cans Baked Beans. 20
2 cans Rose of Sharon
String Beans ..... ... .25

20

3 cans Standard Corn
Tomatoes

per

Standard
can

10

Lemon Cling Peaches .... 50
35
Gal. can Peaches
2 lbs Imp. Cut Macaroni . 25
2 Ib can Ferndell Pineapple 25
3 it can Cut Asparagus Tips 25
2 cans Honey Dew Peas.. 25
2 lbs Ferndell Currants ... 25
2 lbs Ferndell Raisins .... 26
.25

()clone, per peck

.10
3 cakes Toilet Soap
20.
3 Ms Head" Rice
10 M box Layer Figs . . 95
25
Ripe Olives per pint
2 cans French Mushrooms 45
45
2 cans French Peas
Fancy Grape Fruit, 2 for . 15
3 3 fb cans Royal ,Anne
$1.00
Cherries
3 cans Ferndell Asp. Tips.11.00
3 Ms Snow Drift Lard ..... .26
8 bars Swift Pride Soap... .25

/1111110111111111WWL,
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Don't Waste Your
Hard.Earned Money
big profits when you can come to us for Useful Holiday
Gifts, and buy them at a saving of from 25 to 333' per neut.
•
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Special Closing
Sale of Fancy Vests

.0

34

Your choice of a It of regular
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, 114 and $4.50
,
quality samples, all net)
...
Lot 2, worth $1.50, $2.00 and '
$2.50, at

$1.48
98c

Fall line man's and boys' Pants at
$1.00, tin, 12.00, 62.25, $2.50.
r3.00, s3.50 and 64.00. 'We still
have a few odds and ends in men's
Pants which we will close out at a
big sacrifice.
A big line of Cotton and Wool
Sweaters, Flannel Top Shirts, Corduroy Top Shirts, Stockinet and Cardigan Jackets, Silk Mufflers, Way's
Wool and Worsted Mufflers and many
other articles of comfort.

New styles both in Patterns and shapes of Silk Neckwear
just received. Our price, 25 cents; elsewhere 54)c.
A new swell Shoe just hot off the griddle-the Ultra $5.00
Shoe. Equal to any 16 or $7 shoe in Paducah. Come and see it.
We are strong on Men's Suits at $10, $12 and $15, on
which we guarantee you a saving of at least 25 per cent over
Broadway prices. All new Nobby Styles; some just received

Don't Forget This Fact:
That The Model is owned solely by Louis S. Levy, and that the
stock is new and np-to-date,

"eip
Pid,Kics
Model
The
112 S. Second St.

Cash

Store

until 90'dt:cid
until Christmas.
vises

Open at Night

•

C

Another Aquarium awl Art Novelty Offering I
In order that our Baking Powder and Aquarium offer may
be wider spread and to give all a chance at our Great Art Novelty in the shape of a vase, suitable for anyone's parlor, we have
concluded to put on the following offer, and will only take orders
for One Hundred:

One Aquarium, two Goldfish, Pebbles and Plants,
one box Fish Food, one box Baking Powder and a
beautiful Art Novelty all for. ______
65c
This is the greatest offer ever made in this line, as the
Novelty itself is worth twice the money we ask for the entire lot.
This will make a nice Christmas present to your friends. We
will positively not take_ orders for over One Hundred and only
one order for each family. If you wish to get in on this deal
come to our store and give us your order at once. Don't wait,
for you'll certainly get left.
•
'

Jake Biederman Grocery
and Baking Co., Inc.
,
HIRES CHILD TABOR: BIG EINES court of Justice Josep
.ii Ederrund. and
the ;Mee company ebtered a plea el
Illinois Glass (sampans. 11(11418 Guilty guilty to the Mires counts. On eight
In Thirty Cases,
lines of $25 sled costs were imposed,
Edwardsville, Ill., Dec. 14. - CPM- and on twenty-two 15 and costs.
cats of the Illinois Glass company of Each count Is said to represent s
Alton pleaded guilty here today to child. The eases were taken on s
violations of the child labor law clt change of venue from Alton.
Illinois, and were lined $310 and
costs. The oases came up in the
Asir-vibe for The Sea.
"
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sips in America to a special meeting WANTS ONLY MALE PRINCIPALS
if the French premier carries out
of expulsion
anti Fort Wayne Itoantl Votes .‘gaiesa
ais declaration
[People and
Women as Sifil001 Heads.
of
tonfiscation
church
wholesale
limasan4 Invite
propere and that the American preFort Wayne, Ind., Dec. 14.- The
late will send, through Cardinal
school board today adopted a resoluRichard, a letter to their French
tion that hereafter all principals of
brethren.
Series of Art Lectares. .
ward schools shall be men. Winner
Miss Cushman, the head of the
It was strongly hinted, too, that have been holding principalships ane.
Art department of the University of Archbishop Farley himself will make their sat/tries have been growing un
Chicago, will lecture tonight and to- a statement in a few days if affairs til now the are getting nearly amorrow afternoon under the auspices Continue in France as they have be- Muck as she men. Superintendent
Study holds that wale principals art
of the Paducab High School Alumni gun.
the better principals, and as VaCilliThe Times today In a dispatch from
association at th High school audie.:,es mow men will be appointed. TM
the
on
Richard
Cardinal
torium. This evening she will speak Paris quotes
board offered Professor Pother, ol
on "The Interpretation of Pietoral situation:
This is the opportunity you have
Rockford, III., the princepalebbp o'
American Catholics the Clay school, vice Isabelle Lloyd
Art" and will illustrate with a sesre"Please let
been waiting for. To close our
meteor'. Tomorrow atiternoon "Air- know from me," the cal'dinal is re- dean:ed.
what the
Oats. and Aesthetic Developmtnt-A ported as raying, "that
aitire stock of Tailor Made Coat
Sure-Enough Romance.
Social Problem," is her subject.
French government is trying to do
• 1- FOUR
Suits we offer
Miss Cushman has a national rep- Is to bring about disunion between
Munfordviiie. Ky , Dec. 14.- Mr
atatide in her work, and is said, by Catholic believere and their priests W. Y. Saunders, of Warren county, 3
All Suitn from $25 up
411
those who have heard her, to be a and between priests and their bish- and Mrs. Bee Claunch, of Pulaski
ops. But they are not succeeding, county, were married in the county
delightful speaker.
S"
and will not succeed. The union be- clerk's (Ate here yesterday, Esquire
7I/5 W,4GONAND A JETOFRUNNERS
P. D. C. Chub. •
tween these elements is complete. Gai-vin officiating. The groom and
MANES ALL THESE 1991/R OUTFITS.
The P. D. C. club will he enter- Persecution has had no other effect bride were both- between 30 and en
tained tomorrow afternoon by Miss than to bring US closer together."
years of age. The wedding was the
Lucy otte Soule of North Fifth street.
happy ending of quite a romance
Ittaiell N 1•111SON11104 11)1(Yrs.
The couple knew each other In early
Mrs. Laura Fowler and Mrs.
life, were sweethearts and became
Armour Gardner returned last night Phonographs and Blue 1.1glita Card to engaged but some trivial matter esfrom Ifvenaevtile,
Deprive of Renown.
trarmed them and they drifted apart
John P. Campbell, who is attendThey lost sight of one another and
tng school In Wincheeter, Va., will
New York, Dec. 14.-A London each finally married someone else
above and Doll
return home on the 22nd to spend dispatch publish,/ here, says a cor- Some ten years ago the woman's husThis year is complete in useful toys *like the
hobby Horses,
Desks,
Chairs,
Trunks,
tolidays,
the Christmas
Cats, Cooking Stoves,
respondent at Odessa, describing in- band died and a few years later the
Tool
Machines,
Sewing
lir. and Mrs. J. G. Miller left this stances of the tootle* repression there, man lost his wife. A mutual friend
Dishes,
Toy
Sleds,
Skates,
Shoo Flies,
is orning for a visit in Caldwell counwrites of one imeho has jui-t fin- discloaed to each the whereabouts
Chests, Drums, Balls, Etc.
ty.
is-bed a sit 051)014' sentence in Jail and condition of the other. A corresGrown-ups' Sewing and Card Tables, 5 o'clock Tea Kettles,
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Hall have re- for a political ogense. Throughout pondence was begun, and kept up
and
Chafing Dishes, Plated Tea Sets, Carvers, Table Knives
turned from a wedding trip in the the imprieonnient night and day a until yesie.da). when they, by agreeEtc.
Baskets,
Fancy
And-Irons,
they last at R. D. Clements & Co.
Forks, Brass Cuspidors,
south.
phonograph fixed In his cell unre- ment, met here on halfway ground.
-For best coal and bundled kindMr. J. K. Burkam. who has been mittingly ground out the Russian na- and after a separation of 34 years,
203, Johnston-Denker ill for the last few days, was removling, phon
LOC.4L LINZ..
tional anthem "to teach him patriot- rep:lighted their youthful troth and
Coal Co.
this ism." It has the deem! effect
ed to Riverside hospital and
He began Ilfe's journey anew.
shipment blgh-grade shoes, mornIng as operation was performed Is now a hopeless Idiot. Other prisStacy-Adam, Stetson, Walkover and for appendicitis.
oners have been confined in cells ilFatal Remit of Nighertare.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Edwin Clapp at same prices. Ike Cowife, of luminated by a blioding blue light
John L. Orayot. and
he Ky., Dee. I - W.
Idopkinsvi
1-2
400
Osteopath,
-Dr. Gilbert,
hen's, 106 S. Second St.
,tatting Mr. and Mrs with the result that they were made
'
Smitbiand, are
W. Thomas died yesterday near this
Broadway. Phone 196.
of
the
Academeeting
-A social
J. K. Hendrick on Broadway.
imbeciles in a few months.
Monday
city of injuries received
--Pursuant to instructions from my of Medicine was held last night
Mrs. Fannie Allard, who has been
nightmare.
t !.er
while suffering from
t .1
we
.
the kk;ense committee the new city with Dr. B. B. Griffith. Dr. Griffith
visiting in New York city for some TOM JOHNSON SHY ON TILLMAN
About 11 o'closii Monday night Mr.
trade in few weeks. Graduates paid
Menge ordinance being drafted by the finished a series of lectures.
months, has returned home and 'nas
Mayor
Thomas dreamed that a neighbor $12 to $20 weekly. Positions or locity solicitor will empower
TIPS.
-Dr. J. V. Voris; denUaL 300 rooms at 603 Kentucky avenue for
Cleveland Mayer Declines to Preekle son was stout to be killed by an
cations waiting. Ships furnished new
Yeieer to revoke the litense of any Fraternity building.
the winter.
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unmanageable horse, and so vivid
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was the dream that he called out
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Monday, when Senator Tillman will bed, and as he fell the left side of
-When you order a rig from us
-A single or two-letter mono- Loeb at 504 Broadway.
Star marked swallow fork in right.
discuss the race problem. Negro sym- his head struck a table cutting a George Hendren.
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valued by use at six dollars
Richard Strong, of Third and
Mra.
His cowl:51(m was not regarded al
that he had decided to appear against
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time. Palmer Transfer Co
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HART'S GOT 'EMI

Half Price Sile

, Coat Suits

THE BIG 4FOUR

Rudy, Phillips

• 4,

Co.

At Half Price
The sale continues all
this week.

Coat Suits

Hart's Xmas Line

half Price Sale

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO.

BIEDERMAN'S

SPECIALS

Standard Cigars
in Small
Xmas Boxes

The
Original Allegreffi
Caedies

SPECIALS 1 TODAY'S MARKETS

Will J. Gilbert

R. W.WALKER CO.

Great Pacific Tea 86 Coffee Co.

WOLFF'S
Jewelry
Store
Open
Evenings
Until
e Christmas
Or

i

11

KU RTZ MAN N

$350 Kurtzmann Piano
Signed: S. T. Billington, Superintendent of County Schools; E. J. Paxton, General Manager Evening
Sun; R. B. Wilson, Editor News-Democrat, judges.

FRED P. WATSON & BRO
PHONE 53— 13

312 BROADWAY

= PADUCAH, KY.

VICTOR H. THOMAS, Manager

THE GREAT SOUTHERN TEA AND COFFEE CO.
This is the Christmas Store

CHEERED

of Paducah. It is being demon-

strated every day that the majority of the people look to us for their SPE(TATORS PLE.ASED
WHEN
Christmas shopping. %Vali two additional floors, larger stocks, greater
MAN WAS DISCHARGED.
varieties, higher qualities, broader space, iucreased delivery service
and improvements in every direction,

to give

you

we are better qualified than ever

satisfactory service.

15 Pounds Finest Granulated Sugar for 85c
3 lb. Golden Rio

50

4 Ms Java and Mocha

$1.00
20

1 lb Tinnbala Blend

Tetley's High Grade Tea, Green
or Mixed, per lb
50
Japan mixed

half pound basket 25
30

Table Syrup, gal.
French Sardines

121
/
2

Salmons, 2 cans

25

Table Salt, 3 bags

10

Sultana Raisins 3 pkgs. special 40
Currants 3 pkgs.

23

Figs, 2 pkgs.

25

Apricots, package

25

Table Peaches, 3 lb can

16
121
/
2

Table Peaches 2 lb can

Old-fashion Hominy, 3 cans, spa.25
cial ............
1 big Pumpkin
Pop Corn, good popper, pk
Large Black Walnuts, pk.
Seeley
December 15. 1906.
Dear Friends:
You have a special invitation to
visit tha Pure Food market today
and see the nice dispiay of Christmas goods, Oh mama, says everything looks Christmasfled. You can
find anything you want In this store:
Oranges.
Bananas.
NuttCandies.
Lemons.
Coffees and .Teas.

.25
_

25

Bark Hickory- Nuts big

60
peck
20
Mixed Nuts, lb
.15
Layer Raisins, M
Fancy Citron, Orange Peel, Lem30
on Peel, per lb
.09
Pearl Oyster Crackers lb
25
Nabircos, 3 pkgs.
15
Uneda Biscuits, 4 pkgs.
Potatoes, new mealy stock, pk.. 15
.15
Honey, pure. glass
.10
Hominy, 3 Tbs
.65
Flour, finest Pat., 24 Ms
Flour, second grade.
Olio Butter finest made. lb 17 1-2c
and 20e

P.U'Eltsi IN THAW CASE NIISSING. 5.5 a; ker, ahn s•aycs that the Thaw-Fitch
case was removed before the docket
Page in Criminal Dcwket Heisting to reached him.
It was charged by Mrs. Filth that
Anset Over Girl Disappears.
Thaw sent her daughter sums of
Pittsburg, Dec. 14.--it was dis- money, and finally made an appointcovered today that the page In the ment with her. The mother and an
criminal docket of James Creelman, officer followed the girl to the meetJustice of the peace of Wilkinsburg. ing' piece, and Thaw was placed unwho died several weeks ago, contain- der arrest, the case later being dising the record or the charge, brought posed of upon the payment of a
*gallica Harry sendall Thaw by the small fine.
mother of 1R-year-old Ida Pitch, of.
Detectives are trying to locate the
WilkInsburg, charging Thew
with missing papers.
enticing a minor child, has dieappearsed. The books are now le...4be cosVillains In the plays have to be awtedy of Justice of the Peace J. I. fully bad in order to make good.

SOME POLICEMEN
AND dAB DRIVERS

THE KENTUCKY
BOTH PHONES 548

(Continued From Page One.)
Henry Winters Eetabiisbed Alibi come out of the houses and enter a
When Act-need of Being Memsaloon. A window afforded them a
ber of Mob.
clear view to the rear of the building and there they saw several young
men caressing the women and emHenry Winters, a railroad section bracing them. This the committeeman, was dismissed yesteAlay at men expect to prosecute on a disorPrinceton of the charge of being one derly conduct charge
Two women went into the building
of the mob of "night riders" who
burned the tobacco barns at Prince- and three came out, entering the
ton three weeks ago. There was houses across the street. All are
much testimony heard and several known to the committeemen.
It is a breach of ordinance for wopersona testified to seeing the accused
or a man of his build, on the night men to enter a saloon.
What One Man Sow.
of the burning headed towards the
The evidence secured by another
tobacco barns. Winters established
was
an alibi. He proved that he was at committeeman working alone
home at 10 o'clock and slept •oundly next in importance. While his evidence was conclusive, it was renderunt:I 5 o'clock the next.morning.
Mott Ayres, state fire marshal, who ed useless by the women against
prosecuted the case, was In Paducah whom it was secured, moving out of
last night and announced his inten- the house yesterday.
Dons of further proseentine the case
Wednesday night at )1:10 o'clock
to ferret out the guilty persons. Yes- he saw a man go up to iehouse on
terday when County Judge Babcock Harris street and knock at the door.
dismiewed the case agaitirt Winters The door was opened by a woman, Inthe court room was packed with spec- decently clad.
tators who loudly cheered his decis"Who's there'" she asked.
ion.
"Everybody," was the reply.
This seem.ng to be the password.
the man was admitted. hater, three
Daughter Will Marry American.
man came out and went away in a
New York, Del 14.—Ambassador
hack.
Reid, who arrived today to spend
Considering this sufficient evithe Christmas holidays. announced
that he would go to Washington to dence to convince the grand jury
attend,a dinner given by the vice- that immoral practices were being
president to the president, December carried on In their wards, the com15. Questioned about the report that mittee decided on the course. It do
his daughter Jean was engaged to a veloped from the testimony of other
foreign nobleman, the ambassador members of the committee, that the
women are playing checkers in that
said:
section of the city, constantly mov"I do not care to discuss such ruing about. Apparently the women
mors as these. but I must say there
carefully are guarded In the dav
Is not a word of truth In It.
My
daughter, I hope, will remain with
It was freely asserted In the meetme at London throughout my stay
ing last night that the saloons; run
there. Then she will come back to
open on Sunday, especially the ones
her home and marry an American."
which are combined with groceries
It also was asserted that the women
Chicago Must Abandon Tunnel.
have started a practice of roving
Chicago, Iii,, Dec. 14. — It was about In search of their prey, relievdecided by engineers employed by ing the men of the necessity of exthe city that the tunnel under the posing
themselves by entering
Chicago river at La Salle street must houses.
be abandoned. The river is being
The Rev. GT W. Banks, who was
deepened and the tunnel Is not low present, made a talk in which he
enough.
urged fhe committeemen to get their
evidence without subjecting themA monogram In one or two letters selves to unjust 'criticism, lie told
In ,any color of ink, and two quire!. them this move was but the start of
of Paper for only a dollar, a special a hard fight and that they must adfor Chrhitmts, at The Sun office.
vance their strongest men, but that

Monday Night,Dec. 24

MR. RICHARD MANSFIELD
...IN ..

"BEAU BRUMMEL"
First curtain at 8:15; last curtain at 11 o'clock. Positively no seats reserved by
telephone. Sale begins on Thursday morning 9 a. m.
Prices.—Entire Orchestra, $2.50, first three rows of balcony, 32.00; next two rows, 14.50,
balance of balcony, $1.011; gallery,

50c.

FREE LIST EN"'IRELY SUSPENDED

success is inevitable, lie said he act-I
nally was afraid to begin a house to.
house :pastoral visit because he did
not know whom he might meet.
A motion was made and passed to
carry the evidence before a magls-.
trate if the grand jury did not act.
The membership roster was thrown
open for new signers and the expenses of the committee were to be pro
rated among the members.
MRS. HiltDSONG NOT SENTENCED
Convicted Woman Enjoys Complete
Liberty Pending Colit Decision.
Hazelhuret, Miss., Dec. 14 — Sentence will not be passed upon Mrs.
Angle Fox Birdsong until the last of
the week, and motion for a new trial
will be delayed until her fate is
known. In the meantime the woman
weio was convicted of killing Dr.
Thomas H. -Butler, her family physician, enjoys full liberty. She is not
confined in jail and even the °suit:
procedure of surrender by bondsmen
Ira* been waived. There is no tear
that Rev. Birdsong will attempt to
escape.

Mrs. Ause.in's Buckwheat flour eves
buckwheat flavor. Ask for Mrs. Austin's Buckwheat flour.
When a man believes in hell it's for
the other fellows.

THE "UNIVERSAL"

COFFEE PERCOLATOR
Makes Perfect Coffee, Uniform in Quality
Retaining all its aroma, free from tannic
acid caused by boiling.
Anyone, however inexperienced, can
make perfed coffee in 10 or 15 minutes.
Filled with cold water, the only thing
to use if perfect coffee is wanted, the pot
is so constructed that all the heat is concentrated around the little chamber below
the automatic valve, and in a minute or
two after it is put upon the stove the
Is 4....
water, luke warm at first, and gradually
4 to 14
increasing in temperature, is pumped
through the tube and filters down through Made oi=beejechtr etyl,
the coffee. Before the water reaches the
boiling point, the coffee piping hot, is ready to serve. No steam or
aroma escapes. The glass dome in the cover shows by the color of the
coffee when the required strength has been reached, The result is uniformly delicious, healthful coffee, as clear as wine, though no eggs are used
to clarify it, better coffee than you ever had or can get in any other way.
The Uni•sneki is matt d purs ahms'ause dt. moo watkatqa imtulat 4111.101.
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NOAH'S ARK VARIETY STORE
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HomeComfortChristmasDay
There are hundreds of things which give pleasure Christmas morning, but if there is any other one thing which will be such a
source of satisfaction to the entire family the year round, as a big, roomy Morris chair or rocker, we don't know what it is.
We have a special weakness for chairs at our store---the reason why we are offering you such a wide range of styles and
prices. Morris Chairs, with the push-button device for lowering and raising the back without arising; Turkish Leather
Rockers, with the sleepy hollow seat; Reed and Rattan Rockers, in dainty styles, and those severely plain Mission style rockers,
weathered oak finish, at prices from $2.50 to $60. And please be reminded that a dollar or two a week will do at Gardner's

$3.50 to $45

$2.50 to $12

*2.50 to *25

$12.50 to $60

P. N. Gardner, Jr. Go.
114-116 South Third Street

I.
eekteemoseseseseesebereessow

cal meeting in Hoboken or Coharies
that I can attend on the night of
December 25, when by the Grace of
OW* God I hope to be whittling a turkey?
Why should I he beaming down at
my well-fed (or soon to be well-fed)
editorial
Christmas
little
Here Is a
children, cracking old jokes, slashing
so full of gentle humor and sound
savory white meat and probsense that it must inevitably find at the
be
welcome in the minds and hearts of ing for the stuffing, when I might
a meeting of the downmen. It is the very last thing in tlos addressing
freedom
December number of The American trodden in some centre of
and tyranny? A few enlightened
Magazine:
indig"Christmas comes but once a year, words from me might spur
citizenship to the last superb
and the reformer Is sorry it comes so nant
effort that ,will land Hans Machanixoften, because it breaks up with a
coroner, and thus at once
little 24 hours of sunshine the mel- salts as
crime, suffering,
poverty,
abolish
world
the
making
ancholy work of
lynching
better. I know what my friend, the boodle, graft, disease, and
to utter
refuse
I
But
south,
the
In
to
saying
is
there,
over
Enthusiast
permit the Christhimself. He Is lamenting the fact that them. I •refuse to
mas feeling that mounts within me
T permit the frivolity of a Chribtiant
be put aside by any other feeling,
to
from
fettival to divert me for a day
or political. If there is one
human
Rethe
of
anxieties
and
the cares
meeting on
that reform
man
at
politisponsible Person. is there no

Christmas night, I say disenfranchise
him—strike him from the rolls, deprive him of speech, reform him into
the shape of a donkey! Nay, if the
great Hans Machsnixsaus is there
himself, if he is anywhere but beside his own Christmas-tree with a
fur cap on his head and false white
whiskers on his chin, then may he
never achieve his crown. May he never hold inquest on me or mine.
"I agree with you, this is no time
for laggards. We must hasten to the
toy shops. A graye question presents
itself to the manhood of America. It
is, fellow citizens, what am I going to
give my wife? Shall our children
starve while John D. Rockefeller
gluts blins,If on boiled milk? No, a
thousand times no: they may have
indigestion , but starve? Neverl_ The
real issue before the American people today. the Issue that cannot be
confused by false reasoning or ob-

scured by the hired scribblers of
plutocratic tyranny is: 'Is there a
Santa Claus!' And when the masses
of liberty-loving people, a vast majority of the people, rise in their
might and their nighties, and creep
with bare feet into the parlor and
see stockings bulging, they will deride there Is. They may not put It
that way. They niay not emtwypp
that way. They may just say: 'Oh,
look what I got!' But it will come to
the same thing.
"Who want to change this spirit
for any other? Who falls to see in It
the beginr'ng of all good work in the
world? The spirit of Christmas, the
unselfish selfishness of giving happinem and taking it, the desire to do
good If II is only for one day, and
only towards one's on and' the beggar at one's gate, this is the tree
source of all right improvement. You
cannot go to the patent office in

Washington and take out a patent
that will transform men Into angels.
The way upward, long and tedious as
It is, lies through the hearts of men.
It has been so since the Founding of
the Feast. And nothing has been
proved more clearly in the political
history of the race than this, that
good will to men has done more to
improve government than laws and
wars. Let us close down our desks
for the year. If you want to find ma
for another week. I will be in the
wonderful little toy shop round the
corner"

run throughout the year. Georgine
Milmine has written the story. For
nearly three years she has pursued
her study of the subjects. Five other writers of MoClure's staff have
worked with her to make this story
accurate, fair, unbiased and complete. In view of
he fact that for
(
some months the
ress has boen full
f diverse and co Meting news and
statements regarding Mrs. Eddy, it
Is evident that accurate knowledge
concerning her is difficult to obtain
in a short time. ConseqBently McClure's long and thorough preparation of its series will give us fbr the
first time a true history and account
Meelure'a for 1907.
In the January number of Me- of her cult.
Clure's will begin the Life of Mary
Car) Scrim's's Reminiscences of a
Baker G. Eddy and the History, of long life will be continued.
the Christian Science Movetnent. For
William
Allen
White, Saltine]
the first time a complete, impartial Hopkins Adams, Burton J. Hendrick
and true story of Mrs. Eddy and and George Kibbe Turner will also
Christian Science is fo be had. It will contribute 'to MeClure's powerful ar-

ticles on present day topics, conditions and men of national interest.
Interests French,
As of interest to those who are
Studying French, the editor of the
Transatlantic Tale!' offers a year's
subscription free to the first reader
who will send him a solution of the
A famous Frenchman of the seventeenth century, a noted punster, kept
his friends guessing for seversl weeks
upon the following: LNNEOP
YLIATTLIAMELIAE
TMELIARITLIAVQI.
ISDCDAGAGACKC.
To solve this puzzle and make a
complete sentence of It, all you have
to do is to pronounce eacb letter of
the French alphabet correctly. We
are willing to give the keynote. The
era two teiersa L N are -Helen."
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KENT
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UC
KY.
that attracts and pleases more peo—Ersisk Daniels in "Sergeant pie than anything else that he does.
.0

Tim Murphy's New Play.
.1pe
l advance notices of 'attractions
Tim Murphy begins hie southern
h
eater are eontrThutfh115 of the
pude agenta of the attractions, and tour the first of the year and will be
Mould reeel2e only the conalderatioa, seen in this city in January. He has
ras such, they deserve.
two hills of combined charm and
powers The first is the comedy. "A
Frank Daniela' Second „ Season.
Corner in Coffee," founded on the
Mar lea Dillingham's production of
Rev. Cyrus Townsend Brady's story
the pepular musical farce, "Sergeant
Br " with Frau!: Daniels in the In Smart Set. Mr. Murphy has
ate r rule, is now unexoeded by any achieved the greatest success of his
pi
of its type, and its record of life as Jim Johnatond an old miner
Cy months at the Knickerbocker 2rom Brazil, turned loose in
Wall
Lb
er. New York, and one month street and New York society. It was
each at the Chestnut street theater, this performance that inspired the

New Justice of the Peace Ot- Proposal of Coach Warner ol
ters Inducements
' Cornell University
Carlage and Tollot Acceasurios Free to hays That. Under New Dispeneation
Viniples Leaving Ronne In a
He Is Always 011e Mart Shy in
Harry,
His 1.1ne-Cp.
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Da.ndolion was used by the Arabs as a blood purifier. Today it is used L
;every med,ical man throughout the world becau
se every physician knows tha,
it is one of the most valuable and effective
of all Nature's remedies. On mos.
prescriptions for pills and tablets you will see
the words Ext. Tarax. Q. SS
means Extract of Dandelion, sufficient quantity. A doctor's prescription
cosiS ,
anywhere from $1.00 to $5.00 and it is generally worth the money. Dr. EdwardYct
'i;
Dandelion Tablets or Pills cdst 25 cents for a box of thirty and they are alway woril •
s
the money because they are a certain cure for those diseas
es for which they az.,
recommended.
Get a trial package free of cost from the drug store named below and test them
yourself.
oftemosopts.,

Charles S. Ayers, who was sworn
Many and radical have been thf
in this week, is the first Democrat to
7be elected justice of the peace in this change's made in football of late,anc'
What Dandelion Tablets
Stomach and Liver Trouble. Curosl
Stomach Trouble
town in twenty years. The other yet I: appears that the ideal is stil.
•
and Pills Are.
magistrates---Captain William Greer -far from losing realized. Coach Gleam
The Tablets are the best td use in cases
Grand Rapids Mich., Aug. it,
of
Stomach
and J. H. Holmon—ere stalwart Re- Warner of Cornell is out with a
Trouble which take the form SCHENCK CHEMICAL CO.
Everybody knows that Dandelion is the
most valuable of all Nature's remedies. of Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Sour Stomach, Dear Sirs: I have tasked V Jeer Dandelion Tablets
pubileaue of ding experience in Judie- statement that the game could
be Welt, Dr. Edward's
etc. because tt ey tone up the system and for my liver arid 'lomat h. I think they hav•,
Tablets and Pals are
WI capacities. Mr. Ayres conies di- Improved icy adding another man ti simply
stimulate the flow of gastric juice, thus entirely cured me. I ant very thankful to you
common dandelion (Taraxic
FaCHAkl) PENNEL.
rectly off tile farm, and drops the the team, making twelve in all. Sayr iii a concentrated form, combined umi very effectively aiding the digestive organs
with to perform their
functions
proper
Their
.
other
harmless
plow to take trp the scales.
ingredien
ts
of
purely
vege- mildly
a special from Ithaca:
cathartic action also relieves the
table matter. They are
Endorsed by Physician.
One of the main sources of revenue
"Coach Warner or the Cornell few proprietary medicine one of the very stomach of all refuse and undigested
endorsed
s
by
the Matter.
vouchsafed a country squire is the football team, declares
CHEMICAL CO.
SCHENCK
THE
that be Is In medical profession.
If your physician
Gentlemen.- I have Last
,
: your Dandelion Tabamalgamation of two hearts into one, favor of having
twelve men corn- desires to know what these preparations
•iid ice iny family with
lets
and
Pills
myself
Kidney Trouble
contain, have him write us and we will
for which the law allows him $2 for prate the
results, seed tea,e the ev,dence
very
gratifying
telethon team. He says hs gladly send him the informat
of others, who have used them, and oil
ion together
each amalgamation. Copt. Greer. to has found
and Rheumatism. them.
They sh,-,Id be t -t eve, y f.Atmly , :or I
it difficult under the new with the name of the expert chemist who
A-. a •
believe they arc all you !aim for them
encourage business, gives each union- rules this
superint
ends
their
manufact
ure.
c•thartic,•,Id fr, all kidney and leer
ItUperiOt
All
Kidney
evasion to formulate playa
trouble and nearly every
diseases, also diabetes,I know of notninig
ised couple a silver souvenir spoon. with eleven
case
of
Rheumat
ism
is due to the premen, and that he is con
Yours truly,
sence of uric acid in the blood. Dr.
Squire Holman prevents a handsome- vinced
Fac-Sinailo of Label on Boa.
that a better game could be
Dr. G. A. CLE.121:::.':'
Edward's
Dandelio
n
Pills
through their Detroit, Mich.
ly emboariecl marriage certificate,
•
played with twelve men.
direct action upon the Liver
with turtle doves and Cupids frolickand Kidneys restore these
• — Each time I bad a play figure'
Rheumatism Cured.
'PRICE 251
ing among daisies and daffodils, says
organsto a sound and healthy
out,' said Warner, it failed to please
condition
VII K. Cal
. The Win acid then
the Macon. Mo., correspondent of the
me, for it seemed that there Was al
Chicago, rt. Icy 2, 1"..5.6,
passes away through the
Kiusaas City Timed
natural channel and the blood SCHENCK CHEMICAL CO.
•
ways one player missing.'
•
Against Brink Competition.'
becomes pure again and tree Dear Sirs:- ro, about seven re,reI have hero
"He illustrated his remarks with
tortured with rheumatism. I had it la cry mai
from all poisonous matter.
Against this veteran ournaelltion
and joints so badly that I could scarcely rae
a diagram showing how, on the of
We
only
my hands to my head or walk on my feet. 11.5
guarante
e
cure
to
Squire Ayres felt compelled to broadA SPECIFIC FOR ItrIEUMATISM
tense, the drawing back of a lines
Rheumatism when it is now, thanks to your wonderful Damiehon al.en out in order to get his share of
lets,
I have not had • pain to six M,ritns.
K dhEY APO tiVER DISEASES
caused by the presence of consider
moan for a plunge revealed the per.
k
rernark•ble, as I had 5o Pered ..o
i?h'a
DYSPEPSIA Awl COPSYttAT'Oe
holiday offerings. December re
uric acid in the blood. Ode I want to recommend it to al; goat;
Iru.1
5
pioe and weakened the line. On the
disease.
irritating
painful
and
this
have cured hundreds of cases
the banner month for weddings in
SCHENCK CHEMICAL,
.
MRS. J. W.71771.:RCL.l.
defense he showed Dow easy it wa
because this is usually the
/4E AI ragert (..JT
these pares. and every !oiling couple
cause
of rheumatic affections.
to
draw
off
the
meager'
secondar
y.
de
from the country wandering Into town
Liver Trouble
hand in bait& wri encounter some fense by a fake play. An extra mar
3iseasets Cured by DandeBoth Tablets and Pus sold
kindly suggestion fonn.waytarers as In the rear, he contended. !'fia
Through
their direct and immediate
balance
the
lion
defense
Tablf
by
all Druggists. Price 25c.
3
and
end
Pills.
make
to the nearest Justice shop or minisaction upon th• liver Dr. Edward's
game more a match on even terms.
Dandelion Tablets and Pills induce a
ter.
no trial( to spot them. The
natural flow of belt. This relieves the
"'I would like to see all restrIc
recorder knows the symptoms nu well
Constipation
congested condition of the liver and enthat he began reaching for his license lions removed from the. forwad
CUT OUT THIS COUPON
•bles
it to perform its important work of
coomipation the Tablets act as•mild
keeping the bowels and stomach in a
blanks while the subjects are yet pass,' Warner added. 'The rule Kt, cstha,tk• the Pills are sitghtly stronger,
Please give the bearer
ing the ball to th.5 other side whet
but both !shiers and pills act upon the healthy condition.
three blocks, down the street,
easing it hits
the grouel, has made team, mucous med.branes of the intestines,
up at the buildings.
Nervous Trouble
therefore their sc-tion is a'
one trial package Dr. Edward's Dan,solutely sure
In order that bukiness might not afraid to employ It, while the dna!' and also far this reason they
1. A. Ces D. Co.
delion Tablets.
never gripe
It
is
well
to
remembe
that
r
disordere
d
Pam his door Squire Ayers released of its use and compelling it to be or cause tee Islet /ducts-dart. They •re nerves are nearly
always
caused
a
by
the following announcement to the passed five yards from centre, have equally good for children as well as adults, disordered stomach. We do not make a idiy
because they ar• a tonic and do not specialty
of nervous troubles unless they
weekly papers of the various Macon kept the play from licmg developeri produce any unnatura
•
l condition of the are caused by stomach trouble—than
we
to its fullest extent.' d
county townWthis week:
bowels.
cure them permanently,
Squire Ayers' Assionneement
It's not good for man to be alone.
NEW LIGHT ON WEISER.
Wholesale Distributor.
Industrial Alvorti•ing and Distributing
He needs someone to look after him
Co.. Wellsville, N. Y.
and keep him from going wild. The Pnat-Nllortem Dispel IVI.1
lr
a.,„
recipe banded down in the Gorden
Dona tinnier' Case.
of
Eden was two lustrous, Rout stirring
eyes, a face and a form divine and
Dayton, Cf., Dec. 14.—That Dons
a
heart that throbbed only for
her com- (11:man was not assaulted at the tint'
panion. And ad the %slalom of /ogee of her murder
and that she had he:
and men of science down through
the supper at her home instead of at the
a
y-ears has not improved upon the origBOTH PHONES 548
-factory where she worked, as stated
inal prescription.
by her relatives, was the statement
I don't give spoons, ehromos
and made today by one of the physiclan5
a•
eideede
pasithely appear
popcorn with !dewy wedding, Arial
do who took part In the post-mortem exThe Kentucky oil M ondey night, Dec. 21.
my best to smooth the way and
make amination made on the body of the
couples fee! at home and glad
Itiago, to sas notb.ag of engage- Res. Dr. Brady to
they girl yesterday.
say he wou;d
eome If the groom will
Me of a fortnight each in the rather be able
notify me a
Another development today is a
to produce a play as
Charles Dillingham Will Presetat
day in advance of the ceremony,
I
theaters of Baltimore, Wash- '
Mr. Murphy had "A Corner in Cofrumor that Mn. Gilman, who Is ac
have things fixed up se nIcidfor
and St. Louie,warn unbeatea
him ruse by a Cincinnati detective of
fee" than to write his best book. The
1
kill
In the Brilliant
play of the year. "Sergeant
his girl'll think she's married
a
real
popular
ins her daughter, attempted to
comedian
's
second
bill Is one duke. A
Brae" is essentially a fun play. Its
Musical
Farce
Success
,
varnished carriage, driven
commit suicide today at the hospita
two hours and a half are devoted en- designed to combine an evening of by a dark
gentlem
an
with
a
plug
hat,
where she is confined by illness The'
tirely to laughter, with Frank Dan- rare enjoyment with a display of the will
By
S
meet you at the train, drive you
iel& himself aa fun-master general, artist's versatility. He follows both
hospital authorities refuse to dent
OwenHal
the
up to
court
house,
where
you
will or affirm the truth of the rumor.
and three score comedians, singers, / Irving and Coquelln in the style of
Liza
attend to the little :egel formalit
y,
datcers and prelny girls to keep him this bill which will include
Mild Curtis, the half-witted man
three and then retUrn to the
parlors of the
Conipany. The play is replete with one-act plays
who confessed to Inning the girl, was
ana a monologue, add officiating
magistrate on Vine street.
A Year in London. 6 Mouths in New York.
coMedy situations, musical novelties will
conclude with Mr. Murphy's celarraigned before -Magistrate Terry,
There
the
bride
and picturesque special features. It
win
find
a:boudoi
r,
A
Month
Each in Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago.
ebrated imitation of Irving's Mathias
containing French mirror, powder and pfeaded not guilty. Twenty witis safe to predict that it will be ono
Fourth
and
4
Jeffer
"The Bells."
son
la
nesses
have
been
summoned by the
boxes and pair curlers. A young
of the greatest delights of the presman defense,
who will attempt to prove A
Streets.
et* social and dramatic season. It
from Africa' will meanwhile put
1
the an
alibi.
will he seer. here tonight.
proper polish on the
"At Yale."
groom's shoes
REAR: "I Was Born on Friday," "Old Man Shea," ''Let
The Richmond "News-Dispatch" and dust off his clothes. When all is
Mansfield in Touch.
ready
"Can't - dl it" is a
rhe pair will approach the flowMe Sing." "Deane," "Saturday Afternoon," "A Cup of Tea,"
says: t
i
excuse
With a repertoire of such variety
er-laden table as a phonograph
"Nora, My Irish Rose," "Put Me in My Little Cell."
"Mr. Paul Gilmore
the popular
grinds
, Richmond matinee idol, paid his an- out a beautiful wedding march, and
Prices : 25, 35, 50, 75, $1 ud $1.50 Seats on Sale Tkirsday 9 a, m.
nual visit yesterday, and proved that then I solemnly pronounce the my*tic
Given Away
words
.
4...5050N.
.
.which
were
make you happy ever
he can play a coUege student quite
On Cb raft rnas Day
ea%
as eharmingly as he does the swash- more. While I am doing this an exws
will give away:
pert
photogra
pher
"OH be taking a
buckling hero that, he has been givI Exquisitely Dressed French
snaPishot
of the interceded seu-tiee, the
ing the theater-going public for sevBisque Doll
eral years previous to this. He could result of which will be neatly framed
1 Handsomely Dreaded French"."
and
*tent
to
roue addreaa, obarges
'cot have had his engagement on a
Bisque Doll
2.50
more auspicious night, for the gal- paid.
I Pearl Handle Gold Pen .... 2.00
Then
for
the Dinner.
'fay was chock full of students from
1 Juvenile Book for boy or girl. 1.50
The carriage and charioteer, waitRichmond College and Lexington,
I Book, (to be selected)
ing
at
the
.50
foot
of
the
steps,
and obviously- they had not exhaustwill whirl
(and the other attractive presents.)
That inurea See)
ed their lung powers at the football you around to the best hotel in town,
With every cash sale of 25c or
where your wedding feast will he
game in the afternoon.
over, you get a numbered cash reg"At Yale" is not a remarkable found, with bill settled and everything
ister ticket. These tickets count in
made
smooth.
After
dinner
the
back
play, but one. does not look for anyour distribution of prizes. Make your
thing remarkable in a play of col- will eel and take you to your train.
purchases early and save your ticklege life. It Is a delightful little sto- A bailiff will attend to your baggage
Fire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, liability,
et*
and
see
about
getting
your tickets,
ry, cleverly acted, and kept everyThe above presents are now on
arid I will he down at the depot to.
health, marine, boiler, plate glass.
body interested and entertained from
display In c.r show window.
give you Godspeed on yOur happy
the rise of the curtain on the first
tampbell Etullding.
Journey. The whole thing. Including
act till it descended, with the reading
music, will only cost you $10, and if
lady safe in the arms of the star.
Both Phones:
Office 369.
Residence 726
anybody in my bailiwick tries to hold
• Make Fine Xmas Gifts
Rook and Music Man
Yale university furnishes the backYou up for "tips" or flimetiam you In
Freak Daniels, in "Sergeant Brad" ground. Then, there
At
Harbou
r's Dept. Store.
E'VE been particular to select
Is the popular any way
send him to jail wail be
at The Kentucky tonight.
for oeir exclusive assortment
fellow, with his chum, his girl and
learns bow to behave.
thE substantial kind, whose combined
his chum's girl: there is a boat race,
UM\
hearty and usefulness appeal to reThen, there is the plain, everyda
f
and extraordinary integral values as with our hero stroke,
y
r
fined tastes and make enduring
that, through Missouri marriage
, In the usual style,
Richard Mansfield's there can be his churn's gird
remembrances. Among them are
The Prices Below Will Be
his arch enemy, performe
d at the office for $2 a cerebeautiful ornamented coulbs, brushes
one method of choosing a play to be whom he flnally
HOULD you have the misfortune to have to buy
outwits. The glee mony, without
whose bristles woist pull out, dainty
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
the frills. Either brand
given when the great actor makes club sings
ordlege songs: there is a Is warrante
hand
mirrors sad manicure articles,
anything in this line, we are closing out the end to last for life and to
but one appearance in a city, and boat race, with
perfumery that's exquisite, and an
Gold Shell Crown, 22k..
our hero atrokeahat, be as good
$3.50
as
any
the
on
market.
tire
extraordinary variety of delightful face
line of the Paducah Undertaking Company at
that Is by deciding which play will through his
Gold Fillings
efforts chiefly, vide a
1 00
powders, creams, lotions and toilet
Hoping you will give this matter
attract the most people. No one great race front
Silver Fillings.
cost. This means your bill cut half in two. EmHarvard, and that is your earnest attentio
soapsjuxurious shaving adessories.
•50
n, and assuring
knows better than Mr. Mansfield about all. Mr. GlImods
Plate Fillings
etc.--mere suggestions of the profuas Dick you of my hearty sympathy
.75
balming and reguiar service rendered day or night.
and supsion of Unusual Christmas shopping
which one of his productions pleases Seely. is Paul Gilmote,
Bridge work and all grades of
and no more port, I am, yours for liapethe
opportuni
ties
awaiting
ne
and
you
bens
the largest number of People and the need be said. The
plate work guaranteed. Pinnies&
applatuddafter the prosperity,
C. S. AYERS, J,1".
fact that he is to appelir as Bean race Peelle, coupled
extraction of teeth.
with the 'college
Britonnel at the Kentucky theater ,boys' yells for "Gilmor
e" forced the which he paid due tribute
to the stpDR. KING BROOKS
simply means that this displays his popular actor to
make one of his detns and their
DENTIST
ability to make •
A DRVG STORE
art as actor and producer In a light chatentertati*
20E5 South Third Street.
curtain speeetes,
Sixth and Elroadvvny
Both Phones& 110
In Plai Si'
41T-H i754 BROADWAY.
, I 4,, ass_ . A/
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DRUGGIST
Paducah, - - Kentucky.

Winter Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Team Harness,
Buggy Harness,
Harness
Repaired,
washed and oiled

THE KENTUCKY

Friday Night,Dec.14

FRANK DANIELS
r:eliman

Paducah
Saddlery Co.

eTgeant Brue

Big Popular Cast =Peerless Production

Beautiful Presents

FOR INSURANCE

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

Toilet
Accessories
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Open Nights Till Christmas
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The Gift Shop for Men
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Practical Christmas Suggestions

,

Elaborate Display of Useful and Beautiful Remembrances
wrz always believe that a fine suit or overcoat is the most sensible holiday offering that
may be made to man,
WHILE
no matter what his age, we nevertheless are aware that there are scores of people
who may not agree

with us---and
still others who do not care to invest, or cannot afford to invest the amount necessary to
buy a suit or overcoat.. Accordingly
we call attention to the practical gifts of a lighter character, which we have collected
ceptabk to a man at all times. We•show the precise article which father, brother, soninorabundance and which are most acsweetheart would most appreciate.

If

Waistcoats

Neckwear

For his Christmas gift we commend to you a fancy vest. This
suggestion deserves more than
usual consideratitin. Waistcoats
are more popular this season
than they have been for years.
In giving one of our handsome
vests to a gentleman you are assured in advance of giving a
token which will be appreciated.

Probably no article has achieved
such popularity for Christmas
gifts as neckwear, and certainly
no neckwear has achieved greater
popularity than "KEISER CRAVATS."
We have all the new rare colors,
t h e wines, grays, lavendars,
pearls, greens and browns, in all
the smart shapes and models.
Especial attention is called to the
London stripes at $3.50. Others

$1.50s to

$10

25c to $3.50

•••

Canes, Umbrellas
We have a special stock of
these goods for Christmas.
The values are remarkable
and we arc sure you could
not select a gift that would
be more appreciated.

$1.50 to $25

Gloves
Shirts
Our showing of Shirts for
Christmas is beautiful. We
call your special attention
to the stiff bosom shirts
with cross stripes. Other
styles ranging in price from

$1.00 to $3.50 ,

Gloves—a gift which is
sure to be appreciated
by the rccipiant — n o
/matter how many pairs
a man has, he can always use another.

25c to $10

Suspenders

Traveling Bags

Silk suspenders are one
of the most popular gifts,
for mankind, for Christmas. Our display this
year is more beautiful
than ever before. Priced

A Traveling Bag, Suit
Case, Toilet Set or other
articles made of leather,
are very acceptable gifts.
Our showing this season is
large and varied in price.

50c to $7.50

$1.00 to $25

No Gift Like a
Suit or
Overcoat

Hats and Caps
Between men-friends a
"good hat" has long been
recognized as a proper
symbol of friendship.
Our cabinets contain
Knox, Stetson, Imperial,
Ludlow and other authorative makes.

$1.00 to $5.00
Silk and Operas $6,$7.50

MEN AND B

.The Gift Shop for Men

• t`'..

Our holiday display of
Mufflers surpasses all pre
vious efforts; the patterns
are exclusive, the tones
are rich and harmonious
and the prices moderate.

50c to $6.00

Authorative
Styles ir
Formal Clothes

P

Though there are a thousand
and one things•a man will appreciate, when you sum it all up
there is no gift like a suit or
overcoat; it meets every demand
of appropriateness, and has the
added advantage of permanent
value. Ours are
The Atterbnry System
$20 to $40
Hart, Schaffner & Marx
$18 to $30
Other makes $7.50 to $25

Reefer Nluffler

Sweaters
For the boys we have a
number of useful articles
appropriate for Christmas: A sweater, (like
cut). a skating cap, a
pair of fur gloves, a suit
of clothes, a reefer or
overcoat, etc.

Fashion demands on certain occasions a man must wear
'Tuxedo or Full Dress Suit. You
had better not wear them at all
unless they are irreproachable in
every way. If you are not so fortunate as to re ceive one of these
social necessities for Christmas,
New Years will be a good time
to do the honors on your own
account.

$20.00 and more

S OUTfffTS
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Established 1868
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'earner of half a doeee.
e.ie. southern Persia, telling with vigor
and energy and showing himself to
be a man of ability, honesty and progressive tendencies. Whatever may
have been his earlier ambition, be
accepted the sitqation without protest and telegraph
his younger
ceessor to Simi' of Persia brother, Niustaftar-ed
ed-Din. ensuring If lie Thought It %Vas Not
him of his loyalty and holding him7
.7
Continues Policy
Right Said Mitchell
self personally responsible for the
support of his provinces.
The late shah. Naar-ea-0ln, who
Form of
GovettiMOOl,, i'Ublik 1111.
came to the throne in 1818 at tha Apiacrts That else People Have Loot
protenient and C4 Mbilleree of
Confidence in the Judiciary of
age Of 17, was a wise and 'firm ruler,
the elonarcits.
country.
and, being of frugal disposition and
business ability. he Increased iusd
hoarded his wealth after the fashion
HINTI IRV
OF
THE DYNANTV of ancient oriental sovereigns. Large THE CIVIC FEDERATION
s
amounts of specie, costly jewels,
gold plate and other precious articles accumulated rapidly in the
the best cigar you ever bought
Wee sit ngton, Der. 1 4.—General
New York, Dec. 14.—"The people
vaults of the palace until they repreanywhere for be.in your life—
Morteza Khan. the Persian minister,
have
lost their confidenee in the F:
sented a value of not less than $20,tells that the political situation In
a cigar that will give you as
000,000. Among his treasures was diciary because -so sunny men heo•
his country will not be changed and
much enj-oyment as you ever
been Imprisoned for doing things that
a famous diamond called the "Deryathat the reforms which ire now going
they have a legal and constitutional
from Ainy of the old-fashI-Nur," of 186 karats,, and the "Taj
on *ill not be interrupted by the
toned 3-for-25c. brands.
I Mah," of 146 karats, two of the Heft to do. It a judwe—and I yield
death of the shah, because his sue
to no one in my regard for my coun,
finest atones in the world. But durcm:or, Mohammed All
Mina, will
try-- -were to enjoin me in something
ing the last ten years of his reign be
folios his father's eiample and conI believed I had a legal and moral
abandoned his habits of economy
tinue his policy. Persia, like Russia
right to do, I would violate that e
and spent a large portion of this
and Turkey, has been an absolute
Junction. As an American I would
treasure, PO that when Musaffar
despotism. The shah, who is offipreserve my libecty and that of my
came to the throne it had been recially known as "shahinshah," ha.
People even against federal judges."
deced at least one-half. Time latter
been an absolute ruler within his dois-without exception the choicest I
John Mitchell, president of rhea
Sumatra smoke
imitated his father's extravagance.
ever offered at the price. Its smooth, aou, fragrant
minions
United Mine Workers of An
and
master
of the lives and
blend is
He was lavish in his munificence,
enjoyed and recognized by smokers everywhere as the
property of all his subjects. The enmade the foregoing declaration
qualand has not only treasures, but has
ity they'vc al‘tlys had ti n-iy eld:Ible the price for
tire
the National Civic Federation. ••
revenue
of
eouctry
the
has been
formerly.
created a !arse public debt, ehlep
N
cLtl Ci !a ,t.1,111- have lowered cigar prices
his personal income, although it has
began its triii annual meeting
for the payment of kis own personal
by co itcrtuig to protht. and sell our own cigars
in the Park Avenue hotel.
been expected that he would pay the
direct
to
\
expensed. The debt is heist by the
the smok.:13.
bills of the government. All the
the 250 persons present were A:
Russian Imperial bank, and is guarCarnegie, Oornelius N. Bliss, Omar.
laws are based upon the precepts of
The beat cigar. are now sold in the 2.000 Drug Stores
anteed by al: the custom-house re- Straus,
the Koran and the accepted doctrines
Nieholasffifurray Butler, Ar,
having tie National Clear Stands imblem in the window.
ceipts, with the exception of those
bishop Ireland, Bishop Potter, Cs
ef Islam as laid down In the sacred
W. It. 711el'IlER.S4)N, 33.5 ltroadway.
collected at two ports on the Persian Governor
David R. Francis, It.
shk of the prophet and interpreted
F. E. DUN N, srwliol, am' IL,
..1Gulf.
PhiPPs, Ciartoce H. Mackay, ik
J. D. 11.‘4•0\ Set-4.mb nail
the priests.
Persia now has a national bank Gompere, the
J. U. 6/IMF:RT, 1646 Meyers Street,
Rev. Dr. Wash
Meveetheless, yielding to the peeswith
local capital, which is the first Ciludden, Clark Howell
Pt-:TTIT's 11E0 rith44 Pill ‘R.HAVIi. I ii iueI I
I st.
-lire of his ministers and other Inand
step toward financial independence Speyer.
J.1.11E8 P. SLEETH, 9441 Broadway.
iluential men, in January last the
and public improvements. There are
hah granted his people a share in
o Coefidence In Judiriary.
no railroads in the country and the
the 'government and proclaimed a de"Evils of the Pkederal In • •,, •
jealousy of Russia, Germany, Engwas the theme of Mr.
cree providing for a parliament
land and other foreign powers has
which will frame a const:tution for
speeeh. He said In part:
been effective in preventing the govthe kingdom.
"It has been our proud boast es
ernment from granting concessions
There is a similar movement In
for their construction. Toe Russian no citizen might be deprived of 1
Japan and in Russia, where the minliberties except by seLjury of his pee:
government has a railway from Kras
istr:,. Is responsible to the sovereign
By the Injunction this feeling .,
novosk, on the eastern shores of the
and not to sthe representatives of the
security ham largely disappeared and
aeplan Sea, to /leathers and Rama,people, as in Great Britain, but it is
the American worklognian has e•mrie
Cond. which follows the Persian
scarcely possible that Persia will.
to feel that his liberty is leoperdisted
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
boundary lines for a considerable
take so advanced a step. It will be
It is of little consequence to turn wt:
distance,
and
has
made
several sur- causes
gecood - The button holes or stud holes match.
e tremendous leap from an automay be cited by lawyers; it
veys from this line into Teheran
cratic despotism to a constitutional
just a question of everyday Ise
Third —Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and the interior of Persia. The
form of government, and probably
with him. The working man doe
and with•mt injury.
Germane have endeavored to obtain
want his carte submitted to the ft,:
that is as much as the people are
concessions and English syndicates
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
judge. I do not share entirely in I,.
prepared for.
have formed large plans, but neither
the "bump" so often seen is missing.
lack of confidence. But that very fear
Is difficult even to imagine popuof the powers will permit the subof partiality of the fedieracy Is a matlar suffrage in Persia, but, under
No other like it in NVest Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
jects of the others to obtain the
ter of grave concern to the entire peethe proclamation of Muzaffar-edeDin.
sending us your laundry..
political and commercial advantages
Pie of the country.
all Persians of the male sex able to
which a rallrway would carry with It.
read and write, between the ages of
"It Is very important that the PeoThere are two short raliroane In
ee and 70, who are not In the serPersia. One runs about six miles ple have confidence In the judiciary.
viee of the state, who have never
That they havelost it is not to be
from Teheran to a suburban town.
been convicted of a crime, are engal meant Nor has this; confidence
and the other connects one of the
titled to vote for members of the
been lost without justification.
northern cities with the seacoast at
chamber of deputies. There are
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
"We hold that Injunctions shall not
about the same distance.
twelve
ly districts, each enassemb,
Russian steamers sell from Baku he issued when there is adequate
811111111ffillWee
titled to from six to nineteen repreto all of the Persian ports upon the remedy at law; that a man shall not
sentatives. Teheran. the province in
Caspian Sea and the shortest route be sent to prison except by his peers
which the capital is located, is a septo Teheran is by one of them to the If this is so, the courts have gone
arate district and is entitled to sixty
port of Resht, and thence by carriage very far in the exercise of federal
deputies, making • total of 156. In
road a distance of about 260 miles power. We must seek to avoid the
Teheran the people are so much fararound the base of Mount Demavend evils of the federal injunction."
er advanced in education that the
Mr. Mitchell was vigorously apwhich is 19.400 feet high. General
:miter of voters Is nearly equal to
plauded at the end ofhis speech.
Morteaa tells
that
automobiles
, tie-half of those in all the other
Favors Inlieritsusee Tax.
are now running over this route and
'evinces combined.
make the distance In fifty hours.
The toesetleg was called to order by
The first election was held in July,
There is very little trade between August Belmont, preAdent of the
secret ballot, the votes being Inthe United States and Persia, the federation. In St is opening address
wed In sealed envelopes, and alimports into this country from Persia Mr. Belmont urged the appointment
alt every (-Risen took advantage of
being valued at only about $50,000 of a committee to investigate the prob
'le privilege. In every respect the
last year. They consisted of car- 'erne growing out of the aceninulatioa
ection was a great PlICeffig and a
pets, rugs, silks, dried fruits and of great fortunes.
neticatIon of the ability of the peogum tree/month, which is used in the
e to share in the government.
manufacture of mucilage, as a basis
Deadly Serpent HAM
'The Present Shah.
for mklicinete and for other pur- Are as common in India
as are stomMulapr-ed-Din. ;he presenteihah,
poses.
Our
exports to Persia ach and liver disorders with us. For
was placed upon the throne May 1.
amounted to about half a million dot the latter however there
Is a sure
Is96, by General Komtgowsky, a
lane agricultural implements, hard- remedy: Electric Bitters:
the great
Russian soldier who was employed
ware. furniture, and various articles restorative medicine, of which
S. A.
by his tattler, Nasr-ed-Din; to reorof merchandise.
Brown, of Bennettsville, 8. C., says:
ganize the army. There was an
"They restored my wife to perfect
brother. Masud-mirza, who was
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LAST e:der
Following the Flag.
health, after years of suffering with
not lawfully entitled to the throne.
When
our
soldiers
dyspepsia
and a chronically torpid
went
to
Cuba
for
'his Mother was not of royal birth
IFraternity Building. Both Phones 835
When he learned of his father's as- and the Philippines, health was the liver." Electric Bitters cure chills
most important consideration. Willis and fever, malaria, biliousness, lame
quelnation Masud-mina was govT Morgan, retired commissary ser- back, kidney troubles and bladder
geant U. S. A., of Rural Route 1, disorders. Sold on guarantee by al:
Concord, N. H., saes: "I was two druggists. Price 50c.
INNIMILISIIIIIIIMarraraltall=1111111111.1.121111.111211111h.
111111
years in Cuba and two years In the
Philippines, and being subject to
It's better for a girl to have a fortcolds, I took Dr. King's New Discov- une than a titled husband, because
if
ery for Consumption, which kept me she has one she
can get the other
We guarantee our line of Jeweley in perfect health. And now, In
New with it if she insists on IL
When dwelling on the Plumbiag or Heating question
to he equal to the line carried by
:
Hampshire, we find it the best mediWho's the best to see? :Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
any of the large houses. Wea- cine In the world for coughs, colds,
An Alarming Situation
be will refer you to
slave you Twenty per bronchial troubles and all lung disFrequentl
y results from neglect of
cent. If you are a censtervatIve. eases." Gdaranteed at all druggists. clogged bowels and torpid
liter...1nPrice 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free'
buyer we Invite you to the above
m Constipation becomes chronic.
reasonable Saving.
This condition is unknown to those
The 'Vexes Wonder
Plumbing, Ileating, Gas Fitting
Cures all kidney, bladder and rheu- who use Dr. iiing's New Life Pills;
132 South Fourth
325 Kontucky Ave.
the best and gentlest regulators of
matic troubles; sold by J.
ES .3th Phoners 301
scbraeger, 6t11 Bioadwny, Dr. Z, W Stomach and owels. Guaranteed by
Hell, Office 2936 Olive street, St. al' druggists. Price eee.
Is a worst kind of fake. We do
Louis, )Lo.
net have to auction our Inswls. We
meet every day with parties having
Death From Lockjaw.
been faked. Be wise and do not
\ever follows an Injury dressed with
AND CURE THE LLINCS,
tall In the trap. Buy your jewehe
:iticklen's Arnica Salve. Its antlsepc and healing properties prevent
front
, WITH
eood poisoning, Chas. Oswald, merhant,
Reneselser
of
sville, N. Y..
Now located at
writes: "It cured Seth Burch, of
113 Siouth Third Stmt
(CONSUMPTION
:hls place, of the ugliest sore on his
Pries
seek I ever saw." Cures Cuts.
The Honest Jeweler:,
dr and
S
T
°
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
Wounds, Burns and Sore,. 25c at all
Quickest
Cure
all
for
est'''
‘Ud
i
r
inrnj
I rii ggists.
ilia received a new line of uifto
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SITUATION WILL
REMAIN AS IT IS

WOULD VIOLATE
AN INUNCIION

WRY ELECTRIC POWER

ECONOMICAL

Light
Up

Fot

Black and White
CICIAR 5c.

If is the most efficient and the
I least wasteful. It minimizes
the risk of breakdowns. You
pay only in proportion to your
actual needs. There is more room
in your factory--you can condense operations. Electric power
is clean. Individual motors avoid
shafting and friction 1oads-4n
some instances found to be over
60 per cent.

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?

STAR LAUNDRY

EDGAR W.,WHITTEMORE
*IP

Real Estate Agency.

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT

IT ISLIP TO YOU

E. D. HANNAN

Auction Sale

,

KILLTN,COUGH!

CITY TRANSFER CO
°Lauber's Stable.

PARRISH & PARRISH

Dr.King's
New Discovery

FOR L

The Paducah Light and
Power Co., Inc,
W. F. Parron,
President.

R. ROOT,
Ceseler

P. Postman,
Assistant tesshise

Citizen's Savings Bank
CO
iv •r•
Capital..

100,000
80,000
100.000

Surplus
Stock holders liability
Total security to depositors

11250,000

Accounts of Indivfdtrals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the Same
conrteins treatment.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to tight o'clock

Third and Broadway

TO LET
Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop,
122;424 N.Pourth St.

Phorsom 757

CIUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers

AMBULANCE: F101-2 /SICK OR INJURED
open nay tursci merit.
New Phone..3.14.Old Phone 640
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET
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FACTS IN NATITRE.

LEE LINE STEAMER

I
Not Only Do Wb Oct trusplration rive
Noturo, But Health as Well.
For people who are run-down and nervous, who suffer (ruin inaigestion or dyspepsia, headai•he, billotoineas. or tares!
Byer, coated tongue with bitter thstO in
the moraine and poor appetite, it beLeuvest Ciucinnata DecemRecalled By The Thaiv-White
calm-, neces:ary to turn to SUMO Wilk or
Husband And Witt. Separated strengthener
will resist Nature
ber 12 for Jieuiaville, Evansand
help
I...
get
tilf
.I11
on
their
fee and
Murder Case
put the body Into I proper etoullt ion. It
By Eart
mac e
ville, Paducah,
Memphis
is becoming more mei IllOrr apparent that
Author of -The Return of Sherlock !Maass"
and all way points.
Nateare's moo, valuable health - giving
agents ars to be found in hetet plena
Through rate to Helena,
awl roots.
Jim letak, Nan Patterson and Others
COPYRIGHT. Ian', BY HRPIf
one Supposed
Nearly forty years ago, Dr. R.V. Pierce,
&
Dead,and Buried
BRoTtlritS
Vicksburg and Pine Muff,
Figure
Which
in
Sensation
s
of
n,w cousidting ebv,i.-1;in to the. Invalids'
mowsolormsimeiswammss.samm
Italy tam, fierion..--To It'
sowsinsampos.
Hotel anti Surgical Iii,titute., at MANI°,
Ark., arriving Paducah SatMetropolis.
N Y.. discovered that by ssientificelly
itrunited.
urday, December 15,
extracting and combining evil:1111 medicinal principles from native rout.s. taken
king -already hesitates. I spoke to his Present intention, but, whateve
(rem our American forests, he could proG. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
duce a medicinee which was marvelously
with him this morning, and his wind the source, it was known all
over the TILE BIG CITY REVELS IN THEM
%%im cli111,91tEN WITII THEM. efficient in curing cast's of blood dieirder
was full of blackness and despair. Ws court next day that the old
favoriteand liver and stomach trouble as well as
better self turns in disgust from his was again in diagrace and that
many other chronic, or lingering allthere
When HI.LO Baking Powder is used.
sins. I have to see and speak with was talk of a marriage between
11tS.
111,
This concentrated extract of
the
Nature's
This
vitality he named "Golden Meduncommon
grade
him once more, and I ge from your king and the governess of his chilcosts fourNew York,Dee. 14— It is scarcely
Discovery."
ical
It purities the blood by
Milwaukee
,
Dec.
14.—A
fifths less than any other high
husband putting the
room to his. And when I have spoken dren. By midday there was none
BVANSVILLE, PADUCAH
stomach and liver
in an exaggeration to say that
AND
New
who believed his wife dead will be list I Lil y condition, thereby helping into
he will come from his room to yours, the court who had not heard the
grade
baking
powder,
without
the
the
tidCAIRO LIM
or I have studied his heart for twenty ings save only Mine. de Montespaia Yorkers are et:tenting the days until
reunited with the woman who buried dertetten and assimilation of food which
sacrifice of a single deairabie
feeds the blood. Thereby it cures
years in vain." They bowed low to who, alarmed at her lover's absence, the trial of ftarry Kendall Thaw,
aloe she thought to be his body and stomach, ludigestioai. torpid liver, orweak
feature.
(Incesposated.)
bilher, both together, and left her to her had remained lu haughty seclusion in slayer of Stanford White, the
lousnees.
And kindred derangsmente.
Its purity is undoubtable. and a single
sore her widow's weeds for months,
noted
Inesaisewille rind Paducah Packet*,
thoughts.
If you have coasted tongue %vita bitter
her room and knew nothing'et What arcaltect, shall begin.
teaspoonful into a Quart 01 flour will
The Ameriwhen Mrs. Hattie Polttz, who passed or boll tame in the 11101111ing,
cuovirne you of lt• exceptionA quality.
An hour remised, and then a second bad passed.
fel weak,oval y tired, stitches
can Metropolis dearly loves a faProtected in moist proof in. Os strength
through Milwaukee today on her way
one, as she sat lu her fauteuil, her
Louis In his innate selfishness had
or pain in side, back gives out easily and
never vazie, and failures are iaa•
mous murder trial. And tio
Stockton
to
tapestry before her, but hie hand* list- 4eeri so taco:stowed to
re-aches
Cal
,
her
jouraches.
belching of eas, eon,Ututtion, or
possible.
regard every
CorilJrnsa with all pure food laws.
less upon her hip, wafting for her fate event entirely from We side
about to beein promises to tie
ney's end. By a shim of fate as irregular Goads, f.s.i flashes of heat alof bow it
ternating with chilly sensations or kinState and National.
Her life's future watt now tieing set- would affect himself that it had
(Doily Except enradity.)
strange tt that which parted them dred symptoms, they point to d.•. ,IniIts honest price -A DIMS A POUND
never the most famous in the criminal hi/stled for her, and she was powerless to struck him that Ids long suffering
-curnmenils it as the -economy oi thi
ment of your -it.imach, liver and a ameys,
Steamers has Fowler and John &
their mourning.tiae been ended.
fam- tory of New York. The prominenis
which the "Golden Medical I iscovery •
ily, Who bad always yielded to hint of the Thaw family socially,
It Is one of the most remarkable of will correct woe. speedily lo.1 perma- Hopkins, lt se Padneals for E-anstia
At your grocer's.
the absolute obedience which he claimelite and wu, .andings at 11 a. m.
the stories which grew out of the San nently than any other known'agent. Conwealth of his parents, the circumed as his right, wOutd venture to offer
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BUSTER IS A WISE BOY
He Says the New Store's Boys' Suits
Are as Good as Nature Made
for Tige

THE NEW STORE'S DISPLAY OF CHRISTMAS OFFERINGS

Buster has a greet time, bot his sense of humor
is
wisdom

tempered

••

Is Solving the What.to•Give Man or Boy Question for a Host of Delighted Shoppe
rs

with

Our first Christmas is proving a delight to our friend
s, and to ourselves. The displays in
each department are all the new things---no left ove
rs from former years. The New Store
is worthy a visit, if only to see what beautiful things
we have assembled for the gift season.

lie says:

I
j

•

RESOLvED
THAT THERE IS NO 11.)N
GOING OUT WINTER UNLESS
You ARE WAR(ILY DRESSED
BUT WHILE Yot) ARE BuYING
atk1te1 RP•1' CLoTHES WNY
NOTGET THE STYuSH AND
fiANDSomE AT.TNESNIE TiME
Go To THE ST0RE wH ERE.114
Krgokki Hot./ To Fv/Z NISH
CLOTHES RIG RI AM)FoRA
RIGHT PRicE
1
14
Boma BR•

itstru c

1
1
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Some Suggestions
Mufflers,
Handker chiefs in boxes of thr ee or
six at $1.50 1.
Suspenders infancy boxes 50c
to $3.50.
Pajamas and Night Robes
$1 to $7.50.
Kid Gloves $1.50 up.
Wool Gloves 50c up.
Driving Gloves.
Evening Gloves $1.50.
Evening. Vests.
Evening Suits.
Tuxedos.
Opera and Silk Hats.
Gold, Silver, Moth-of-Pearl and
buck handle Silk Umbrellas.
Cull Buttons.
Scarf Pins.
Stud Sets.
Fancy Hose.
Ladies' Umbrellas. Ladies' Reders.

Smoking jackets,$6.50 to $18
So Yu

Cory aga

'
fa IT Tag illgT15 ighgual as avows"
,

Man

Hoeft ssillIMIL

And our holiday display reveals
vsome beautiful things, most reasonably priced. We have the
Pretty twotone effects, in blue., grays, browns,
black and subdued patterns, in every
price from
$6.50 to $14, in all
sixes.

You will find it slow sledding as you go throu
gh life if you do not
dress well. It you do dress well you'll get along
like a sled pulled over
•
sruvted snow. Our clothes will help
you to glide along.
Just glide into one of our special 918 value
suits or overcoats for
men, the prices have tobogganed to 315.

Lounging and Bath Robes

That's a splendid gift for you

Here, too, are the prettiest sad the
most serviceable garments we could
find. We show the blanket cloth.
Terry and Eiderdown robes in plain
colors, plakiss and dark
mixtures,
priced from V to $ 15.

or some member of the family for Christmas'.

"
1 .8
.00.
"
1 .11010-4
"
1 111111.-0"411100-111...111•.-111".

PEASANTS STARVE
IN NORTH OF ASIA

Kpa h

1110.4V4111110-41-61"°11.

report.. the conditions

Pretty Neckwear, 50c to $5.00
Can't have too many. They bright
en
hie dress as nothing else does. We
put all tie* In fancy holiday

boxes,
but the displays are what appeal
to
you. Hundreds of beautiful pattern.
in all the popular shades at Ityttc to
$5.04).

But Don't Overlook the Vesta
Here again is man's weakness, a
pretty vest, and we show an unusually
attractive, because exclusive, line of
vests in the smartest of the new patterns. Conspicuous among them are
the handsome flannel yeasts, and the
Tuxedo vests in delicate gray. The
line embraces every kind of fancy
vest. The prices range to $8 from
$1 50.

Also find place in our great display.
They come In great varieties of patterns and fabrics with the slippers to
match. Priced $5 to $15.

1.116v.W.111111541"111111

.'dt

a

Cut out this list and you will find , it
very useful in making your selections.
•

Women's Bath Robes,$5 to $15

Or, you won't make a mistake. if you tell Santa
to slip one of our
suits or overcoats for boys into the youngster's
stocking. The prices,
82.50 to 810, give you a eliding seale,-one will
fit your purae surely.

•
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in Russia as alarming.
Although inclined to doubt that!
Thief Breaks A7vay From
the situation in China is as bad
Detective
as
and Endstlfe in River.
reported, Mr. Klopsch nevertheless
had furnished the state depar
tment
Milwaukee Dec. 14.-Fred Miller
with extracts of letters received
.
by
alias J. W. Hobart, who was
him from China, giving detail
wante
d
s
of
China and Russia Have Forty the
in LaCrosse for larceny, while
sufferings of the Chinese people Quietly Arrive
going
In Honolulu to a pawnshop
this afternon with a
These state that over 400,000
Five Million Hungry
square
detective to recover a watch he
According to Report
miles. supporting a population
had
of
stolen in LaCrosse and pawne
15.000.000 persons, have been flood
d.
broke from the detective, ran dowr
ed: that no crops have been
!Pio Gosernmental Appeal Will
raised,
Be
Metcalf's Report ow Trouble at San an alley leading to the river •li I
thousands of houses destroyed,
Made at thee, Although situmany
jumped into the water, where
thousands are thing on but one
Francisco to lie Submitted to
he de
(Ion is Ts-fresh%
meal
liberately allowed himself to dross
a day, composed of gruel and sweet
Congress.
in spite of all efforts to save
potato leaves; that many parents
him
are
Miller's body was recovered.
throwing their children into
the
RUSSIA IS IN THE WORST FIX water to
drown to prevent their PRES
IDENT WILL REND THEM
CHILDREN'S
death by the agonies of starva
Favorite tonic is White's Cream
tion,
Terutifuge, the cure for worm.%
and then themselves committing
end all
suihildren's diseases. It not
only kills
the worms, but removes it,.
Washington_ Dec. 54.--It was cide, and that some are selling their
nitwous
slime In which lacy buil', t
Honolulu, Dec. 14.-It is stated and
hel%
'emi-offislaily stated today that, for children for almost nothing. Much
to stn. Its action on the rbil.1
I. mile
leaves bun
a healthy ronilition
the present at least, no governmental ground is submerged and the pros- here and has been reported to the ..nd
Joe Daniel. Surmat. Tenn.. save
hr
appeal wori.d be made to the people pects for planting are reported to be United States government at Wash- gave one of him children Whit,•that
s're.on
Vermituge when the Onetrr tholix
ington that two regiments of Japa- had
very gloomy.
ra it
of the United States for aid of
colic. ani (tom the firs. dose
the
the
nese, completely ofilcered, are in child passed :3 worms.
famine sufferers of China, millions
Sold by all druggists,
Honolulu disguised
of whom recently were reported by
as laborers.
Chrietnnaa Packages.
Whether they are armed is not
Vice Consul Geneial Boyd. at Shang
Are They Edible?
known.
hai, to be actually starving. This Eltpress t'ompanies
"I see that some French scientists
Ad% Pie Sending
For Treaty With Japan.
decision was relished after the state
have been able to produce artific
Them at Once.
ial
Washington, Dec. 14.-A resolu- vegetables."
department had communicated with
Purely for the satisfaction of their tion was laid before the senate today
Louis Klopsch, of the Christ
"Nothing new about that."
ian patron
s, the express companies are by the vice president at the reques
Herald, which raised $200.000
"There isn't?"
t
for out this year
with Instructions how of Senator Gearin. giving it as the
the Japanese sufferers, and who
"No; the milliners have
re- to ship Obristmas presen
been dots. To avoid concensus of opinion of the senate
gards the Russian famine as infinit
it for years."
e- the disappointment of your presen
t that negotiations be entered into
ly worse; 30,000,000 people,
twice reaching its destination( after Christwith Japan to definitely define the
the number in China, being affect
mas,
the
compa
nies
suggest that you
ed.
rights of each country under the exship It now and they will place
a holiday label on 11 reading, "Don't open isting treaty with a view to securing
until Christmas." If
possible the such modification of this treaty as
package should be in a wooden
box, will absolutely prevent the entrance
otherwise a strong wrapping
paper. into the United States of Japanese
Your ow naddrers as well as the other
coolie labor. No action was taken
person should be on It plainly.
If on the resolution.
periethable, note it on the
box, also if
As to Metcalfa Report.
prepaid.
Solid Gold Watch, Elgin
Late last evening the president deMovement
ilb.00
cided he would send to the senate
EARLY TO BED
20 Year Gold Filled Cue,
And early to rise makes one
healthy, all of the correspondence, which
happy
and
he
•Iste-espf.cl
ally if you take
Elgin Movement
8.75 1 lborldrt. before retiring.
has had with Mr. Metcalf, secretary
A positive
, tire for Constipation. Dympe
Genuine Rogers Tea Spoons,
psta and of the
aIi liver complaints.
department of commerce and
A-, Columset .......
..... ......... .......... 7bc itia, Teen.. writes: "IMrs.
always keep a labor, relative to the Japan
ese trousupply of your Iferhine on
hand. Am
Genuine Rogers Knives and
no pl. Aso•fl with the
relief It give. In ble in California.
,
SOLOMON

Rudy, Phillips 4 CO.
219-223

BROADWAY

Splendid Lines of Monogram and Fang
Stationery and Calling •Cards for Christmas
A New Department
•

W

E have just opened a new department, which
you must see, as you won't
find what we have here anywhere else in Paduc
ah, that is in the corna ems of its showings.
The Christmas boxes of fancy stationery are
in fancy boxes, (Ione in holly,
mistletoe and other pretty designs. The paper
is the finest bond, the envelopes
the very latest style, and they are also put
up in beautiful style. Priors from
50e to

11.75.

Then we will furnish you two quires of paper
and envelopes, and die in one
or two letters for any monogram, the
best white linen paper, for only $1,00.
Five quires of the same for only $2.25.
100 Script Calling Cards $1.50.
100 Shaded Old English Calling Cards $3.00,
We also have a big variety of Christmas Souve
nir Postals, Christmas Greeting Cards, Holiday Labels for your bundles
and Christmas Napkins and other
novelties. You should see this department
to appreciate what we have.

Special Holiday Prices

Forks, a set
....... • 3.19
Get our prices on solid gold

Lockets.
Solid Gold Rings-Our stock
is
Complete. Our pricescan't be beat.

EYE SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.
J. A. KONETZKA
remits nil Oplitina

n years' experience-3

In Paducah

315 Broadway

GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND
Remember the place.

tostipation and all livet
that words can't express mycomplaints
appreciaThe
tion.
WHAT'S
Sold by all druggists.
Prices
Worth doing is worth doing well. If
you wish to he cured of Rheumatism, der:
IIPIP Ballard's Snow Liniment
and you
Dec. 13, 1908.
will be "well cured." A positi
cure
In ,pursuance of an order and for Sprains. Neuralgia, Bruisesve
., Con- Suite to
tracted Muscles and all the ills that
Judgment of the judge of the Padu- flesh
Bilks to
is heir to. A. O. M. Williams,
cah Police court December 13, 1906, NitylillOta, Texas. writes: "I have
used Suits to
Snow
Linim
ent for sprained ankle
rendered In open court:
Pants to
it gave the beet of satisfaction. I and
alI will sell on the 15th day of Dec. ways keep It In the house."
Pants to
Sold
by
all
druggi
ets.
1906, at 10 o'cloc

k, at the stable of
Charles Clark, 215 South Third
Some Paris cabs now hear the Instreet, to the highest bidder, one
red scription, "English spoken."
Jersey cow, with left horn
knocked
off. .
JAMES COLLINS,
THO're IT
Chief Police.
Cough yourself Into a ru of apasms
then wonder why you don't get
will.
If you will only try a bottle
Bal
-Before you
buy
mixed nuts, lard's Horehound Syrup yourofrough
will
be
a
thing of the past. It is a
raisins or candies elsewhere, see
Jim pesitive_ctire Tor Coughs, Innuessaa,
ItronchiVIS and all Pulmonary enema
Vlaboleas, 204 Broadway.
Best One
ta
bottle will convin

quality, lowest prices.

ce you.
druggist. 36c, C.Oe and $1.00
Sala by all druggists.

At your

Popular Price Tailor.
for Christmas; Suits to or-

order
8115.00
order
20.00
order
25.00
order
5.0f1
order
6.0si
Pants to order
7.5'
Overcoats to order
20.045
Overcoats 'o order
25.00
Overcoats to order
25.00
All the work is cot right and
made
Up-to-date. I guarantee the
work.
Suits cleaned and pressed.
Phone 1016-a-I)14-.1 13 South
fled
Iltteet.
ROIONION
Old Established Tailor.

i
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Esit'APE14 FROM ARREST.

While the Heart Beats Young
Dolls, Beautiful Dolls
Will always be the ideal gift for little girls. We are
showing one of
the Prettiest and Most Complete Assortments in Pad
ucah and our
Prices are Very Reasonable.

D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store
And don't iorget that we handle Albums, Toilet Sets,
Military Brushes, Collar
and Cuff Boxes, Glove and Handkerchief Sets, Lamp
s, Vases, Figures and a
Magnificent Assortment of Holiday Gift Books.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EVENING SUN

e

